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Microbial desalination cells (MDCs) have been experimentally proven as a versatile bioelectrochemical system
(BES). They have the potential to alleviate environmental pollution, reduce water scarcity and save energy and
operational costs. However, MDCs alone are inadequate to realise a complete wastewater and desalination treat-
ment at a high-efficiency performance. The assembly of identical MDC units that hydraulically and electrically
connected can improve the performance better than standalone MDCs. In the same manner, the coupling of
MDCs with other BES or conventional water reclamation technology has also exhibits a promising performance.
However, the scaling-up effort has been slowly progressing, leading to a lack of knowledge for guidingMDC tech-
nology into practicality. Many challenges remain unsolved and should bemitigated beforeMDCs can be fully im-
plemented in real applications. Here, we aim to provide a comprehensive chronological-based review that covers
technological limitations andmitigation strategies, which have been developed for standaloneMDCs.We extend
our discussion on how assembled, coupled and scaled-up MDCs have improved in comparison with standalone
and lab-scaleMDC systems. This reviewalso outlines theprevailing challenges and potentialmitigation strategies
for scaling-up based on large-scale specifications and evaluates the prospects of selected MDC systems to be in-
tegratedwith conventional anaerobic digestion (AD) and reverse osmosis (RO). This reviewoffers several recom-
mendations to promote up-scaling studies guided by the pilot scale BES and existing water reclamation
technologies.
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1. Introduction
Approximately 30% of the people living around the world are suffer-
ing from the lack of clean water, while 60%–70% of the world's popula-
tion may experience severe water shortage due to increasing
population, natural resource reduction, global warming and environ-
mental pollution (Macedonio et al., 2012). Although the readily avail-
able technology of water reclamation through conventional
wastewater treatment and desalination processes has been established,
it requires a considerably high operational cost. A study has estimated
that the aerobic activated sludge processes used in domestic wastewa-
ter treatment plants require ~0.6 kWh m−3 of wastewater (McCarty
et al., 2011). Conventional high-pressure-membrane desalination and
thermal-desalination technologies consume 3.7–650 kWh energy per
m3 of water desalination (Mehanna et al., 2010a). Wastewater contains
a high quantity of organic carbon sources, which are composed of ap-
proximately 17.8–28.7 kJ g−1 of chemical oxygen demand (COD) in
the form of stored energy (Heidrich et al., 2011). Attractively, an abun-
dant source of energy from high-strength wastewater can be harvested
through anaerobic digestion with a positive net energy balance
(McCarty et al., 2011).
For the past decades, bioelectrochemical systems (BESs), such asmi-
crobial fuel cells (MFCs), microbial electrosynthesis cells (MECs) and
MDCs, have proven their ability to capture energy from wastewater by
using electrochemically active bacteria (EAB) (Pant et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2015; Yuan and He, 2015). However, at the present stage, the op-
erational cost estimated for MFC (i.e. $0.05 kg−1 COD) is slightly higher
than that for conventional anaerobic digestion, which costs at
$0.048 kg−1 COD, whereas MEC is significantly higher than AD by
$0.11 kg−1 COD (Sleutels et al., 2012). In our perspective, the energy re-
quirement for solution recirculation used in MFCs may be
approximately equivalent to the energy required for stirring used in a
conventional anaerobic digester. Moreover, an MEC system requires
power input for electrolysis or synthesis to occur, thus adding up oper-
ational costs. In terms of capital density, MDCs can reach approximately
$6773, which is slightly more expensive than that of MFC andMEC and
contributed by the additional membrane of AEM (Zhang and
Angelidaki, 2016). Despite high cost and energy consumption issues,
BESs offer a potential in energy recovery in various forms, including
power generation, hydrogen evolution, hydrogen peroxide, methanol
and ethanol (Wang et al., 2015; Yuan andHe, 2015). BESs are also capa-
ble of minimising the sludge production to about 65%–71% lower than
that of activated sludge treatment (Zhang andAngelidaki, 2014); conse-
quently, the budget for sludge disposal is reduced. Through energy op-
timisation, a positive net energy production can potentially offset the
capital cost invested for the system.
MDCs show a great potential for applications that generate electric-
ity or fuel (e.g. hydrogen) from a low-energy wastewater treatment
with a concurrent novel desalination or nutrient recovery process de-
pending on feed stream sources (Li et al., 2014). The pioneering design
ofMDCswas in the formof plate stackingwith an installed ion exchange
membrane (IEM) to allow the removal of salts from saline water (e.g.
seawater and brackish water) (Cao et al., 2009; Mehanna et al., 2010a,
b). Since then, various MDC designs and configurations have been in-
vestigated to accommodate different functions (Fig. 1). For example, a
value-added chemical of acids and bases can be synthesised concur-
rently with desalination process by adding a bipolar membrane next
to an anode chamber in a typical MDC design (Chen et al., 2012b; Liu
et al., 2015). Salinity-gradient power can be generated beside the elec-
tron generation from bioelectrochemical oxidation in an anode cham-
ber by combining a reverse electrodialysis cell in between anodes and
cathodes of a typical MFC system; as a result, the energy input for
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pumping is offset (Kim and Logan, 2011b). Typical MDC designs have
also been reconfigured by placing IEM in contact with bulk saline
groundwater in submersible MDC (SubMDC) to conduct in situ nitrate
removal (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2013).
Although MDCs have been proven as multifunctional tools, they are
limited by several drawbacks: 1) pH imbalance between anode and cath-
ode chambers (Luo et al., 2010); 2) high internal resistance; 3) different
solutions required for anode, desalination and cathode chambers, thereby
complicating the operation (Zuo et al., 2016a); 4) desalination rate reduc-
tion due to diluted saline solution (Mehanna et al., 2010b); 5) low desa-
lination rate (Chen et al., 2012b); 6) poor effluent quality of <85% (Davis
et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2012c; Ping et al., 2015;Wen et al., 2012); 7)water
flux into the middle chamber, thus decreasing the conductivity of saline
water (Jacobson et al., 2011b); and 8) ineffective desalination of high-
concentration saline solution in a single MDC (Lu et al., 2015).
Several studies have explored the connection of identical MDC units
forming an assembled MDC system (Kim and Logan, 2011c; Qu et al.,
2013; Zuo et al., 2016a) or the combination of MDCs with other BES/
existingwater reclamation technologies creating a coupledMDC system
(Dong et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017b; Wen et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2015;
Zhang and He, 2013). Although a lab-scale prototype of MDCs has
been consistently improved, the pace of scaling-up efforts is rather
slow, consequently impeding the materialization of these applications.
To date, only tubular and stacked MDC designs have been scaled-up
into several litre scales (>2.75 L to >100 L) (Jacobson et al., 2011b;
Zhang and He, 2015; Zuo et al., 2014).
Although many review articles related to MDCs have been provided
(Al-Mamun et al., 2018; Saeed et al., 2015; Sevda et al., 2015; Yang et al.,
2019; Zhang et al., 2019), current literature surveys show that few cell
configurations addressing the unresolved issues in MDC systems have
not been reviewed. These issues include theutilisation of a large amount
of anolytes relative to saline water in CMDCs, which have been tackled
by the invention of a quadripartite MDC (QMDC) (Ebrahimi et al.,
2018). Furthermore, issues associated with the concentration
polarisation of saline solutions and long hydraulic retention time
(HRT) in hollow-fibre-membrane MDC (HFM-MDC) have been ad-
dressed by the development of a dual-anode MDC (DA-MDC) (Liu
et al., 2019c; Zhang and He, 2012b). Moreover, a two-chamber tubular
MDC is workable to alleviate the pH imbalance between anodes and
cathodes in a more practical way than in conventional designs (Jafary
et al., 2020). A detailed discussion on these challenges and potential
mitigation strategies are provided in the next section.
Regarding the importance of scaling-up studies on MDCs, the recom-
mendation and guidance for scaling-upMDCs have not been discussed in
depth. Therefore, in the present review, recommendations for
large-scale studies on MDCs are proposed on the basis of lab-scale ad-
vancements with guidance from other large or pilot-scale BESs and
existing desalination technologies. The development of different cell con-
figurations to accommodate different novel applications is initially
discussed by chronologically outlining their pros, cons and mitigation
strategies. Then, the progress of assembled, coupled and scaled-up MDC
systems is comprehensively described. Single MDCs, assembled MDCs,
coupledMDC systems, lab-scale systems and large-scale systems are sub-
jected to a comparative analysis. Furthermore, the prevailing challenges
related to scale-up and potentialmitigation strategies are presented. Sev-
eral MDCs are selected as the prospects for the potential integrationwith
the existing technology of anaerobic digestion (AD) and reverse osmosis
(RO). These prospects are preliminarily assessed on the basis of the per-
formance reported in the literature. Finally, concluding remarks and rec-
ommendations for future studies are provided.
2. MDCs, configurations and applications
MDCs have been remarkably improved to accommodate novel mul-
tipurpose reactions related to environmental, water source and energy
issues. The emergence of different MDC designs in the literature is clas-
sified based on the types, orientations and shapes of membranes and
membrane-based processing. With the installation of ion exchange
membranes (IEMs), namely, anion exchange membranes (AEMs) and
cationic exchangemembranes (CEMs), a three-chambered cell of a con-
ventional MDC can be produced (Al-Mamun et al., 2018; Jacobson et al.,
2011b; Jafary et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2010), a forward osmosis (FO)
membrane and a CEM can be used to design an osmotic MDCs
(OsMDCs) (Ismail and Ibrahim, 2015; Zhang and He, 2012b), and a bi-
polar membrane (BPM) combined with an IEM can be applied to de-
velop microbial electrodialysis and chemical production cells
(MEDCCs) (Chen et al., 2012a; Luo et al., 2017; Ye et al., 2017). The ori-
entation of IEMs in direct contact with a bulk waste/wastewater source
has been applied to develop a submersible MDC (Zhang and Angelidaki,
2013, 2015b). Membrane-based processing such as reverse electrodial-
ysis (RED) has been utilised to construct a microbial reverse-
electrodialysis cell (MREC) (Cusick et al., 2013; Kim and Logan, 2011a,
b). Membrane capacitive deionisation (CDI) has been employed in an
MDC that functions as microbial capacitive desalination cells (MCDCs)
(Feng et al., 2013; Won et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2012). Under the mem-
brane shape category, a hollowfibremembrane (HFM) has been used to
create a recently developed hollow fibre membrane (HFM-MDC) (Liu
et al., 2019a,c; Zuo et al., 2018).
Fig. 1. The timeline of the MDCs design development: a(Cao et al., 2009), b(Mehanna et al., 2010b), c(Luo et al., 2010; Mehanna et al., 2010a), d(Jacobson et al., 2011a), e(Kim and Logan,
2011b,c), f(Chen et al., 2011), g(Jacobson et al., 2011b), h(Qu et al., 2012), i(Chen et al., 2012c), j(Chen et al., 2012a), k(Zhang et al., 2012), l(Yuan et al., 2012), m(Wen et al., 2012), n(Luo
et al., 2013), o(Zhang andAngelidaki, 2013), p(Werner et al., 2013), q(Zhang andHe, 2013), r(Qu et al., 2013), s(Kokabian andGude, 2013), t(Qu et al., 2013), u(Zuo et al., 2014), v(Zhang and
He, 2015), w(Yuan et al., 2015), x(Liang et al., 2016; Yuan andHe, 2015), y(Zuo et al., 2016b), z(Li et al., 2017b), &(Zuo et al., 2018), $(Ebrahimi et al., 2018), #(Liu et al., 2019c). %(Jafary et al.,
2020). Please refer to the list of abbreviations provided in this review paper.
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Table 1
Summarised advantages, challenges and solutions of standalone MDC systems.
System Advantages Challenges Solution
MDCs • Simultaneously treat wastewater, desalination
and electricity generation
• Negligible toxic effects of oxygen.
• Cost-effectiveness
• Salinity removal of ~70% (Jacobson et al., 2011b)
• Reduction of total dissolved solids (TDS) of ~43%
(Jacobson et al., 2011b)
• pH imbalance between anode and
cathode chambers (Luo et al., 2010)
• An acidic environment inhibiting
microbial growth (Al-Mamun et al.,
2018)
• Recirculating the anolyte into the cathode via recirculation
MDC (RMDC) (Qu et al., 2012)
• Introducing a two-tubular MDC (TTMDC) to provide a direct
proton transfer from a bioanode to an air cathode (Jafary et al.,
2020)
• Possible bacterial growth on the cath-
ode surface when RMDC is employed
(Qu et al., 2012)
• Protecting the cathode with a carbon cloth and a glass fibre
separator (Chen et al., 2012c)
• Low desalination rate • Designing a tubular up-flow MDC (UMDC) with an increased
membrane surface area for a convenient ion exchange
(Jacobson et al., 2011a)
• Installing multiple desalination chambers (Chen et al., 2011)
• Increased ohmic resistance • Installing thin desalination stacks (Kim and Logan, 2011c)
• Reduction of conductivity because of
the dilution effect, so a high concentra-
tion of saline water is preferable
• Developing MDC-microbial capacitive deionisation (MCDI)
(Wen et al., 2014).
• Poor quality of effluent (<85%) • Assigning MDC as pretreatment for RO (Mehanna et al., 2010b)
• Complicated by the different kinds of a
solution in each MDC chamber
• Using a single water source in a hollow fibre microfiltration
membrane (HFM)-MDC (Zuo et al., 2018)
• Large anolyte consumption • Inventing the quadripartite MDC (QMDC) (Ebrahimi et al., 2018)
MEDCs • Simultaneously treat wastewater, desalination
and hydrogen production
• Better control on charge transportation across
membrane (e.g. Na+ and Cl−)
• Potential as a self-powered system due to hydro-
gen generation as fuel (Mehanna et al., 2010a)
• High internal resistance because of a
large inter-membrane distance
• pH imbalance between anode and
cathode chambers (Luo et al., 2010)
• EAB viability can be inhibited by the accu-
mulation of protons and chloride ions in
the anodic chamber (Luo et al., 2010).
• Installing a bipolar membrane (BPM) next to the anode cham-
ber to create microbial electrolysis desalination and chemical
production cells (MEDCCs)
MEDCCs • Simultaneous wastewater treatment, desalina-
tion and chemical production (Chen et al.,
2012a)
• Simultaneous production of acid and alkali (Chen
et al., 2012a)
• Desalination occurs without a large pH variation
(Chen et al., 2012a)
• Increased desalination rates and reduced pH
imbalance (Chen et al., 2012a)
• Low desalination rate (Chen et al.,
2012b)
• Installing four desalination chambers (AEM–CEM stack mem-
brane structure) to improve the desalination rate (Chen et al.,
2012b)
• Low acid and alkali production rates
(Chen et al., 2012b)
• Installing two desalination chambers with a stacked mem-
brane structure of the BPM–AEM–CEM (Chen et al., 2012b)
• EAB are sensitive to a high electrical
potential, resulting in the deactivation
of MDC operation (Ye et al., 2017).
• Selecting durable EAB under a high electrical potential and
increasing the surface area of the anode (Ye et al., 2017)
MCDCs • Simultaneous electricity generation, desalination
and dewatered sludge degradation
• Continuous/intermittent removal of salts depos-
ited on electrodes
• Less contamination on the electrode.
• Facilitated ion migration across desalination to
anodes/cathodes
• Approximately 70% of salinity is removed (Feng
et al., 2013).
• Limited to a low salt concentration
• High internal ohmic resistance, thus
reducing the desalination rate (Feng
et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2012)
• Deploying a coupled system of MDC + CDI containing a high
salt concentration (Wen et al., 2014)
• High energy supply to run the MCDC
system
• Combining the MFC stack (in serial or parallel connection or
both) and the CDI with an optimum circuit connection (Liang
et al., 2015)
OsMDCs • Water extracted from anolytes increases water
production and dilutes saline water (Zhang and
He, 2012b).
• The discharge of wastewater effluent decreases
and becomes beneficial with water reuse (Zhang
and He, 2012b).
• Improved current generation because of active pro-
ton transport due to water flux (Zhang et al., 2011).
• The FO membrane impedes salt
transportation, thereby removing a low
amount of salt (Zhang and He, 2012b).
• Improving desalination by hydraulically connecting OsMFCs
and MDCs (Zhang and He, 2013).
• Membrane biofouling • Fabricating an FO membrane with an overlayer of a silver
nanoparticle-doped polydopamine to mitigate biofouling and
increase power generation (Pardeshi and Mungray, 2013)
MRECs • Enhanced power generation because of the
salinity-driven potential from a RED cell stack
(Kim and Logan, 2011b)
• RED improves the catalytic activity of EAB; thus,
the power of MRECs is generated (Cusick et al.,
2013).
• The potential of RED alone can drive HER (Kim
and Logan, 2011a).
• The produced chemical solution by using solely
salinity-gradient potential (Luo et al., 2013).
• pH reduction due to chloride ion accu-
mulation in the anode chamber
• Replacing an AEM with a BPM next to the anode chamber
turning into microbial reverse-electrodialysis chemical pro-
duction cells (MRECCs) (Luo et al., 2013)
• The number of RED stack cells does not
proportionally increase with power
generation.
• Seven cell pairs are required to recover energy (Cusick et al.,
2013).
• Applying patterned IEMs to reduce the internal resistance of
the RED stack, thus improving the power density (Liu et al.,
2014).
SubMDCs • Concurrent wastewater treatment, nitrate
removal from groundwater and bioelectricity
generation (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2013)
• Simultaneous ammonia recovery and electricity pro-
duction from anaerobic reactors containing high
levels of ammonia (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2015b)
• Simpler cell design in contrast to CMDC
• Low-quality purified wastewater and
low NH4+ and PO43− retrieval from
SMDDCs (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2013).
• Introducing an advanced microbial nutrient recovery cell
(AMNRC), which is equipped with two desalination chambers
and three recovery chambers between an anode and a cathode
to obtain a high charge transfer efficiency (Chen et al., 2017)
HFM-MDCs • Membrane fouling problem is alleviated because
of a low organic content and aeration flushing
(Zuo et al., 2018).
• Wastewater is the only water source from which
energy can be recovered to drive desalination.
• Desalination efficiency decreases when
real wastewater and seawater are used
(Jacobson et al., 2011b).
• Improving the desalination performance despite the real
wastewater in a dual-anode MDC (DA-MDC) (Liu et al.,
2019c).
• Low wastewater treatment capacity in
HFM-MDC
• Investigating the HRT to improve wastewater treatment
capacity in DA-MDC
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MDCs can simultaneously carry outwastewater treatment, desalina-
tion and various redox activities either in cathodes or anodes. A redox
activity is a reduction–oxidation reaction that participates in electron
transfer between two species. In oxidation, electrons are lost, or the ox-
idation state of ions or atoms in amolecule increases. In reduction, elec-
trons are accepted, or the oxidation state of ions or atoms decreases. A
redox activity in an MDC system may involve electricity generation
(Chen et al., 2011; Jacobson et al., 2011a; Zhu et al., 2014), hydrogen
production (Luo et al., 2010; Mehanna et al., 2010a; Zhu et al., 2014),
chemical production (Chen et al., 2012a,b; Liu et al., 2015), nutrient
recovery (Chen et al., 2017; Zhang and Angelidaki, 2013), metal
reduction (An et al., 2014a,b; Shaohua and Fang, 2013) and biomonitor-
ing (Jin et al., 2016).
The basic principle of each MDC is explained and their technological
advancements are reviewed on the basis of the development of various
cell configurations in addressing challenges attributed to a conventional
MDC design. The discussion is then expanded to highlight the advan-
tage, challenges and reported mitigation approaches in enhancing the
performance of MDCs, as summarised in Table 1.
2.1. Microbial desalination cells (MDCs)
In contrast to dual-chamber MFCs, conventional MDCs (CMDCs) are
equipped with an extra chamber generally placed in between anode
and cathode chambers and designated for desalination. A desalination
chamber is created because of the physical separation of the facing
anode and cathode of AEMs and CEMs, respectively (Fig. 2a). Like in
any type of BESs, electroactive bacteria (EAB) are the main components
ofMDCs responsible for recovering energy fromwastewater. In general,
EAB are microbes reliable of transporting electrons through biological
membranes into their extracellular environment or vice versa
(Rabaey, 2009). The liberated electrons are reactive towards extracellu-
lar electron acceptor or donor species. In anodes, electroactive bacteria
(EAB) oxidise biodegradable substrates, generating electrons and liber-
ating protons into anolytes. Electrons then extracellularly move to the
anode and ferry to the cathode through an external circuit to reduce
the terminal electron acceptor present in the cathode chamber. The
anion and cation present in the saline solution in the desalination cham-
ber must move across AEMs and CEMs into the anode and cathode
chambers, respectively, because of different polarities and imbalanced
charge quantities between anodes and cathodes. From this point for-
ward, MDCs are used to name the system in general, whereas CMDCs
represent conventional three-chamber MDC designs.
MDCs eliminate the need for using water pressurisation and draw-
ing solutions, which consume 0.98 kPa (Cheng et al., 2014) and 0.276
kWhm−3 (Iskander et al., 2017), respectively. Although a direct applied
voltage between anodes and cathodes is unnecessary in a conventional
MDC system, a considerable amount of energy input is required for
pumping the influent into anodes, cathodes, desalination chambers or
RED cells. In certain MDC designs and functions, energy is supplied for
the aeration of catholytes to drive the oxygen reduction reaction
(ORR) or reduce the overpotential for the hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER).
In a lab-scale MREC system (a type of MDC), the estimated energy
for pumping the concentrate anddiluate into RED cells at 0.85mLmin−1
only accounts for <2% of themaximum power production (3.6Wm−2)
(Kim and Logan, 2011b). The energy for pumping is determined by es-
timating the head loss required to generate the flow rate through RED
cells. In a large-scale MDC, the supplied potential has remarkably re-
duced the energy consumption per kilogram TDS removed (0.37 kWh
kg TDS−1) relative to that of the system without applied voltage (1.32
kWh kg TDS−1; (Zhang and He, 2015). This result demonstrates that
an additional power input can contribute to energy benefits with an in-
creased desalination efficiency. In terms of capital density, the capital
density of MDCs can range from 7031 to 12,305 $ m−3 which is higher
than those of MFCs and MECs (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2016). It is ex-
pected that a tubular MDC may exhibit a comparable capital density
with those of MEDCCs and MRECs due to the utilisation of a large
membrane.
Nevertheless, MDCs are advantageous BESs due to the negligible
toxic effect of the produced oxygen on anaerobes, low sludge
production and low carbon footprint (Mehanna et al., 2010a,b). A
proof-of-concept study has demonstrated that 90% of salt is removed,
corresponding to 31 W m−3 power density generation by using the
CMDC design assisted with a ferro-ferricyanide cathodic reaction (Cao
et al., 2009). A comparative study has suggested that seawater desalina-
tion can be better implemented with a ferro-ferricyanide redox media-
tor as a catholyte, whereas brackish water is better to be desalinated via
the air cathode method (Ramírez-Moreno et al., 2019). However, the
use of costly ferrocyanide as a catholyte is impractical in large-scale ap-
plications because scaling-up is the ultimate focus.
An air cathode has been themost practical approach of a cathodic re-
action in MDCs because it has a simple set up and eliminates the need
for aeration for ORR. However, the drawback of using air cathodes in a
MDC system is the poor power generation to drive wastewater and de-
salination. The issue is addressed with sodium hypochlorite as a
catholyte, which has been proven as a compatible alternative to ORR
with an enhanced performance attributed to its fast kinetics (Borjas
et al., 2017). However, with a prolonged time, sodium hypochlorite
can deteriorate themembrane surface and trigger environmental issues
associated with chlorinated by-products.
When external power is supplied to an MDC system, hydrogen can
be produced on a cathode with a better control of potentials between
electrodes. This system is known as a microbial electrodialysis cell
(MEDC; Luo et al., 2010; Mehanna et al., 2010a). The generated hydro-
gen can be used to self-power the system or stimulate additional pro-
cesses, given that more than twice the amount of hydrogen gas can be
recovered compared with that of the energy consumed to run the sys-
tem (Mehanna et al., 2010a). Luo et al. (2010) found that applied volt-
age and cathode buffer capacity are the two main factors affecting H2
production. This result suggests that the influence of an external
power supply on the microbial activity in cathodes is greater than that
in anodes (Luo et al., 2010).
One of the drawbacks that hamper the progress on CMDCs is the
poor quality of desalinated water to a level of the freshwater standard.
Mehanna et al. (2010b) proposed that MDCs are suitable for pre-
desalination devices of RO mainly because of the lower energy needed
to process pre-desalinated saline solutions. A distinct design of a tubular
up-flow MDC (UMDC) is invented to improve the desalination rate
(Fig. 2b), realising >99% of NaCl at HRT 4 h, corresponding to twice
that achieved in another study (Luo et al., 2010). In other words, HRT
is the average duration that a solution/compound remains in a cham-
ber/bioreactor. It is expressed as the volume of the chamber divided
by the flow rate of the influent resulting in a unit time. Another limita-
tion of CMDCs is the unequal pH between anolytes and catholytes, lead-
ing to highly acidic and basic conditions in anode and cathode
chambers, respectively. These conditions disfavour the growth of bacte-
ria in the anode chamber, whereas potential losses occur in the cathode
chamber. This issue has been encountered by expanding the volume of
anolytes (Cao et al., 2009) or by introducing acids or alkali (Cao et al.,
2009; Chen et al., 2011; Jacobson et al., 2011a). The approaches can in-
crease operational costs to an extent, and safety measures should be
considered during the large-scale handling of highly concentrated
acids or bases. Therefore, Qu et al. (2012) proposed that this issue can
Fig. 2. a) The illustration of typical CMDC, b) UMDC, reprintedwith permission from Jacobson et al. (2011a), c) TTMDCwith differentmembrane configuration, reprintedwith permission
from Jafary et al. (2020), d) QMDCwith 9 chambers in a single cell, reprinted with permission from Ebrahimi et al. (2018), e) PMDCwith photobioanode, reprinted with permission from
Liang et al. (2016), f) PhMDC with photobiocathode, reprinted with permission from Kokabian and Gude (2013).
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be alleviated bymerely recirculating the anolyte into the cathode cham-
ber, resulting in a balanced pH between electrodes. The development of
this system is called as a recirculation MDC (RMDC). However, this ap-
proach may induce microbial growth on the cathode's surface. Chen
et al. (2012c) responded to this issue by clamping a piece of glass fibre
wool on the carbon cloth in contact with water (i.e. the air cathode
approach).
A recent approach in alleviating the pH imbalance issue has been
achieved by inventing a novel two-chamber tubular MDC (TTMDC),
which is installed with inner and outer cylinders (Jafary et al., 2020).
In contrast to UMDCs (Jacobson et al., 2011a), bioanodes are contained
in the outer cylinder, making a close contact with the air cathode. The
saline water flowing in the inner cylinder wrapped with an AEM (top)
and a CEM (bottom), as shown in Fig. 2c. Allowing the direct transfer
of proton from anode to cathodewithoutmembrane separation has im-
proved the overall MDC performance because of the balanced pH of the
electrolyte solution even with a non-buffered domestic wastewater.
However, the conventional tubular up-flowMDC(UMDCs) andTTMDCs
have yet to be comparatively analysed.
Another issue to tackle is the large volume of anolytes used in
CMDCs, which are needed to desalinate a small volume of saline
water. The smaller ratio of the volume of anolytes to the volume of de-
salinatedwater ismore economical in terms of anolyte consumption. To
mitigate this issue, Ebrahimi et al. (2018) invented a quadripartite MDC
(QMDC). QMDCs consist of one anode chamber, which is shared with
four sets of desalination and cathode chambers, as depicted in Fig. 2d.
A proof-of-concept study has suggested that a comparable desalination
efficiency (72.8%) is obtainedwith a three-chamber CMDC (78%) with a
lower ratio of an MDC system (Ebrahimi et al., 2018). Thus, its opera-
tional cost is expected to be lower than that of an MDC design with a
high ratio.
Photo-MDCs (PMDCs) have been an attractive way to enhance the
power output of MDCs by converting abundant sunlight energy into
electrical energy without increasing the operational cost of a system.
Liang et al. (2016) developed a new composite photobioanode (PBA)
made of a nanostructured semiconductor hematite (α-Fe2O3) (Fig. 2e)
to harness sunlight for powering PMDCs. The semiconductor is coupled
with graphite as a anode carrier, given that it has an excellent biocom-
patibility. In addition, hematite itself is characterised as a good light ab-
sorber between ultraviolet and visible light spectra (Morrish et al.,
2011). A study has shown that a PMDC produces the highest achievable
current density of 8.8 A m−2, which corresponds to two-fold enhance-
ment compared with that obtained with an MDC. This result indicates
that PMDCs have the potential to generate concurrent electricity and
perform desalination assisted with an abundant source of solar energy.
However, photocatalytic materials are prone to photocorrosion, affect-
ing the electrode durability over a long time period.
Another promising approach is the use of a photosynthetic
biocathode with the presence of algae and abundant solar energy in
MDCs (PhMDC) for the simultaneouswastewater treatment and desali-
nation (Fig. 2f) (Kokabian and Gude, 2013). In biocathode–PMDC, as
algae grow, carbon dioxide is consumed during the day to producemet-
abolic oxygen, which acts as the terminal electron acceptor. Interest-
ingly, the metabolic CO2 produced by EAB under anaerobic conditions
in an anode chamber can be channelled to the cathode chamber for pho-
tosynthesis, creating in situ synergism between EAB and microalgae.
The algal biomass is believed as precious bioproducts, which are in con-
trast to the formation of sludge in other biological systems. A study has
revealed that non-stop illumination is impractical to be implemented in
a large-scale application; thus, a periodic cycle of light and dark is rather
workable. Additionally, biomass proliferation is influenced by the qual-
ity and quantity of light exposure in which the maximum growth is
achieved under a clear light (Blair et al., 2014).
The common issue of accumulated protons in anodes as a result of
the installation of AEMs has not been investigated in a large scale. How-
ever, a recent report has proposed amore practical wayof alleviating pH
imbalance by providing a direct transfer of the generated protons in
anolytes to catholytes in TTMDCs (Jafary et al., 2020). The design also
shortens the distance between anodes and cathodes, reducing the inter-
nal ohmic resistance of a TTMDC system. In terms of tubular shape, a
large-scale TTMDCmay outperform desalination and wastewater treat-
ment performed in UMDCs.
2.2. Microbial electrolysis desalination and chemical production cell
(MEDCC)
In addition to the problem faced by CMDCs and MEDCs aforemen-
tioned, the accumulation of Cl− in anolytes can occur and be increased
remarkably because of the transfer of Cl− from a desalination chamber.
Its transfer is in response to the balance of H+ production by EAB in an-
odes. However, the built-up Cl− in anolytes is toxic to microbial viabil-
ity. Kim and Logan (2013) verified that the exoelectrogenic activity is
retarded by the high concentration of anions produced in the anode
chamber containing a high load of organic matter. In a MFC system,
the maximum power generation is reduced by 12% when chloride con-
centration reaches 500mM (Oh and Logan, 2006). In addition, the pres-
ence of excessive salt in the anode chamber can only provide a more
habitable condition for specific types of bacteria than others in a com-
munity (Mehanna et al., 2010a). The use of phosphate buffer saline cre-
ates another problem of phosphate ion transport to the desalination
chamber across an AEM. The accumulation of phosphate ions may
lead to the excessive deposition of Ca2+ and Mg2+ in the desalination
chamber if actual seawater is used. In the first attempt to mitigate
these issues, a bipolar membrane (BPM) is installed next to an anode
chamber (facing anode), in addition to AEMs and CEMs (facing cath-
ode), which are placed in between the anode and the cathode (Chen
et al., 2012a). The obtained cell is known as a microbial electrolysis de-
salination and chemical production cell (MEDCC), which comprises four
chambers, namely, an anode chamber, an acid production chamber, a
desalination chamber and a cathode chamber (Fig. 3a).
In principle, acids and bases are produced through the transport of
H+ and OH− derived from water dissociation in the presence of a
BPM. In this case, H+ migrates into an acid production chamber and
couples with Cl− that migrates from the desalination chamber to pro-
duce an acid (e.g. HCl). Conversely, OH− moves across an AEM into an
anode chamber to neutralise anolytes, a favourable condition for micro-
bial growth. Concurrently, cations (e.g. Na+) migrate to the cathode
chamber and couple with the generated OH− through an ORR to finally
yield an alkali solution (e.g. NaOH). However, an increase in pH in the
cathode likely increases the cathode overpotential, which incurs an ad-
ditional 0.059 V pH−1 to the system. Therefore, the smart way to reduce
the cathodic pH is to channel the produced acid into the cathode cham-
ber. These simultaneous processes desalinate the saline solution in the
middle chamber without phosphate leakage; thus, problems related to
pH imbalance between anodes and cathodes are resolved, and a valu-
able chemical compound in MEDCCs is produced (Chen et al., 2012a).
AlthoughMEDCCs have been used for wastewater treatment, desali-
nation and chemical production, the acid and alkali production rates
should be improved further. Motivated by the excellent desalination
performance of five desalination-stacked chambers (Kim and Logan,
2011c), Chen et al. (2012b) proposed a modified design of stacked
MEDCCs to enhance the chemical production and desalination rate
(Fig. 3b). They demonstrated that the maximal desalination rate can
be achieved in four pairs of AEM–CEM stacked MEDCC structures with
1.5 mm membrane spacing, and this rate is 43% higher than that of
the standardMEDCC. As a result, a simultaneous reaction of desalination
and chemical production is achieved at its maximum with a two-
desalination-chamber MEDCC in which the BPM–AEM–CEM stacked
structure and the membrane distance of 3 mm are installed. In another
investigation, seven pairs ofmembrane stacks are needed to cater to the
potential required for H2 evolution and desalination (Zhu et al., 2014).
The application of MEDCCs is not limited to the production of HCl and
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NaOH, but its application is diversified to produce malic acid (Liu et al.,
2015) (Fig. 3c) and citric acid (Luo et al., 2017) (Fig. 3d) bymanipulating
the order and type of membranes (Liu et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2017).
Advancements in MEDCCs have demonstrated that the rate of acidic
andbasic solutions anddesalination can be enhanced by configuring the
repeated membrane set consisting of BPMs, AEMs and CEMs (Chen
et al., 2012b). However, the production of a caustic solution from
MEDCCs requires an energy input that adds up to operational costs. If
a chemical is the targeted product, it should be highly pure andmarket-
able. Although its purity andmarketability are ensured, its pricemust be
comparable with its market price. Revenues should offset the cost for
energy input. Alternatively, the produced acidic and basic solution can
be used to balance the pH in the anode and cathode chambers with
proper control. However, the former approach is more favourable, con-
sidering the cost of energy supply that needs to be compensated. Future
research should focus on the durability of membrane towards ex-
tremely low and high pH if a large scale is to be realised.
2.3. Microbial capacitive desalination cell (MCDC)
Another approach to address themigration and accumulation of salt
ions in the anode and cathode chambers in CMDCs is by adapting the ca-
pacitive deionisation (CDI) concept into MDC systems (Forrestal et al.,
2012b; Yuan et al., 2012). The integration of CDI into CMDCs as a single
unit cell is known asMCDCs (Fig. 4a). Themigration of salt ions towards
oppositely charged electrodes during desalination can be adsorbed by a
double-layer capacitor created on the electrode's surface. The adsorbed
ions can be retrieved by removing the electrochemical potential while
the CDI membrane is immersed into a liquid to produce a concentrate
for salt reclamation. In this way, ions are not accumulated in anolytes
and catholytes, thereby avoiding the pH imbalance in the system.
MCDCs are the result of the alteration of capacitive deionisation
(CDI) by incorporating anion and cation exchange membranes on
anode and cathode surfaces, respectively. CDI is considered a simple
technology to remove salts from brackish water or seawater for water
reclamation (Oren, 2008). The mechanism of CDI is based on electrical
double-layer (EDL) theory, which involves adsorption and desorption
steps. During adsorption, counter ions present in solutions move to-
wards and are held onto electrodes under an electrostatic force when
an external voltage is applied between electrodes. In desorption, when
a reverse voltage is applied between two electrodes, the adsorbed ions
become repelled away from electrodes and carried away by theflushing
stream; the two electrodes can be regenerated by shorting the two elec-
trodes (Forrestal et al., 2012a).
A pioneering study has demonstrated the ability to simultaneously
generate power and conduct desalination without poisoning anolytes
and catholytes. For example, Forrestal et al. (2012a,b) utilised an acti-
vated carbon cloth (ACC) as an adsorptive electrode material and used
built-up capacitive double layers for electrochemical ion adsorption.
They installed two CDI membrane assemblies of CEM/ACC/Ni-Cu into
MDC cells, where each Ni\\Cu layer faces the desalination chamber,
thereby forming three chambers resembling a traditional MDC
Fig. 3. a) The illustration of typical MEDCC, b) MEDCC for acid and alkali production, reprinted with permission from Chen et al. (2012b), c) stacked MEDCC, reprinted with permission from
Chen et al. (2012b), d)MEDCC formalic acid production, reprintedwith permission fromLiu et al. (2015), e)MEDCC for citric acid production, reprintedwithpermission fromLuo et al. (2017).
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(Fig. 4a) (Forrestal et al., 2012b). This MCDC configuration achieves the
desalination efficiency of about 7-fold to 25-fold higher than that mea-
sured in conventional CDI (Forrestal et al., 2012b). In another series of
studies, two different electrode arrays of ACC/Ni-Cu/AEM and CEM/Ni-
Cu/ACC are applied to anodes and cathodes, respectively (Forrestal
et al., 2012a). After one batch of cycle, MCDCs discard 69.4% of salt
from the desalination chamber through electrode adsorption, corre-
sponding to the adsorption of 61–82 mg of TDS in 1 g of ACC electrode
(Forrestal et al., 2012a).
MCDCs can be used to simultaneously remove organic pollutants,
salt from shale gas-produced water and electricity generation (Fig. 4b)
(Forrestal et al., 2015). An MCDC system has three modules containing
a plastic mesh (PM)/ACC/Ni-Cu, which is arranged consecutively in
each module between AEMs and CEMs, and it can remove 2760 mg of
TDS L−1 h−1 and 170 mg COD L−1 h−1, which are equivalent to 18-
and 5-fold quicker than that of CMDCs, respectively (Forrestal et al.,
2015). Continuous investigations on MCDCs have shown that the feasi-
bility of preventing salt ionmigration into anode and cathode chambers
is limited by the slow culture enrichment and anunstable long-termop-
eration ascribed to the use of a liquid anodic substrate and domestic
wastewater (Forrestal et al., 2012b). The issues related to slow culture
enrichment and salt accumulation in the anode are alleviated using
five-chamber biocathode MCDCs, which are equipped with four sets of
CDI membranes and dewatered sludge as an anodic fuel (Fig. 4c)
(Meng et al., 2017).
Laboratory testing has shown that MCDCs have been used to desali-
nate low-salinity water and unconventional natural gas-produced
water. The prime factors affecting desalination and charge transfer in
MCDCs include the internal resistance of MDCs, the internal resistance
and capacitance of CDI membranes and the open circuit voltage. These
factors can be more challenging during scale-up. For scaling-up pur-
poses, inexpensive adsorptive materials, such as modified titanium
and silica, should be employed. A large reactor design should be
equipped with an improved adsorption ability, an enhanced diffusion
rate and a high ACC loading. Moreover, a large reactor should be
equipped with a modular stack and a tuneable operation scheme to in-
crease the incorporation of assembly regeneration and desalination in
several units to improve salt removal management and optimise
water reclamation. MCDCs render a complex configuration. Although
MCDCs have been proven successful in lab-scale testing, whether
MCDCs can be scaled up at a low capital cost has remained unclear.
2.4. Osmotic MDCs (OsMDC)
In principle, FO is a spontaneous process transportingwater across a
semipermeablemembrane in response to the osmotic pressure gradient
from a high water content (low solute concentration) to a low water
content (high solute concentration) (Zou et al., 2017). With natural os-
motic pressure and substrate oxidation in anode chambers, the concept
of FO has gained considerable attention for wastewater treatment
through BESs to recover freshwater and improve power generation.
The replacement of IEM by FO membranes in MFC or MDC reactors
creates an FO–BES-based system known as an osmotic microbial fuel
cell (OsMFC) or an OsMDC. Both integrated systems have been investi-
gated, but few studies have been conducted for OsMDCs (Ismail and
Ibrahim, 2015; Werner et al., 2013; Zhang and He, 2012b). The installa-
tion of FO membranes drives water diffusion from anodes to desalina-
tion chambers, diluting saline water with significant water increment
via water flux (Fig. 5). This process impedes the migration of salt ions
from the desalination chamber into the anode.
The occurrence ofwater flux promotes better proton/ionic transpor-
tation across a FO membrane compared with that of conventional
MDCs; consequently, electricity generation is enhanced (Sumikura
et al., 2008; Werner et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2015). Studies have shown
that saltwater dilution and overall desalination performance can be im-
proved via OsMDCs, which benefit from the rejection of most of the
solids dissolved by the FO membrane, less susceptibility to fouling,
low energy input and high water recovery (McGinnis and Elimelech,
2007; Sumikura et al., 2008; Werner et al., 2013). Interestingly, the
use of FO membranes is more economical than that of AEMs (Zhang
and He, 2012b). According to a theoretical study, water flux is a factor
Fig. 4. a) The illustration of pioneeredMCDCwith CDI membrane of CEM/ACC/NiCu|NiCu/
ACC/CEM, reproduced with permission from Forrestal et al. (2012b), b) MCDC with CDI
membrane module of consecutive PM/ACC/Ni-Cu, reprinted with permission from
Forrestal et al. (2015), c) five chambers MCDC with CDI membrane of ACC/Ni foam/
CEM|AEM/Ni foam/ACC, reproduced with permission (Meng et al., 2017).
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limiting the improvement of electricity generation in OsMFCs provided
that membrane resistance is minimised (Qin et al., 2015). An OsMFC
study has indicated that the cake-enhanced concentration polarisation
in a fouled membrane improves ion transportation, thereby generating
a higher amount of electricity in OsMFCs than that produced before
fouling (Ge and He, 2012). The encouraging effect of the enhanced cur-
rent generation under the unfavourable condition of biofouling is also
verified in OsMDCs used to desalinate real oil field-produced water,
which acts as a draw solution (Ismail and Ibrahim, 2015).
OsMDCs can be applied in the form of integrated wastewater treat-
ment, water reuse and desalination, which provides environmental, en-
ergy production and economic benefits. Unlike standalone FO systems,
high-quality water from wastewater can be recovered, and salinity
can be reduced through dilution even though power is generated
using OsMDCs. The FO membrane is much cheaper than the AEM, so a
lower capital cost for scaling-up OsMDCs than that for scaling-up
CMDCs is expected. The dilution effect via water flux is incapable of re-
moving salt; nevertheless, it can effectively reduce the salinity of saline
water. The reduction in salinity can potentially curtail energy consump-
tion in RO if OsMDCs are used as RO pretreatment.
2.5. Microbial reverse-electrodialysis cells (MRECs)
MRECs are used to counter the problems faced by CMDCs, including
a low desalination rate, a poor electron transfer efficiency, a limited vol-
ume saline solution and a low amount of power generation. The com-
plete design of MRECs includes multiple desalination chambers
consisting of IEM pairs forming a RED stacked cell, placed between the
anode and cathode of MREC cells (Fig. 6a). The installation of pairwise
AEMs and CEMs in RED cells provides repeated cells for high- and
low-concentration saline solutions, creating a salinity gradient-driven
potential. As a result of the salinity gradient formed in RED stacked
cells, respective anions and cations are transported across AEMs and
CEMs from high-concentration solutions to low-concentration solu-
tions, which flow in opposite directions. Anodic oxidation and cathodic
reduction occur simultaneously to generate fuel or electricity (Kim and
Logan, 2011b). These mechanical advantages cannot be acquired in the
individual system of RED stacked cells and MECs because RED stacked
cells are unable to generate power; however, MECs require a supply of
external voltage (e.g. water reduction to produce H2). In a theoretical
calculation, one pair of AEMs and CEMs can generate approximately
0.1–0.2 V of potential based on different ratios of high and low concen-
trations of a salt solution (Kim and Logan, 2011b). An optimum number
of cell pairs should be investigated to balance between operational cost
and cell performance and further increase the potential.
With an increase in voltage in response to the additional IEM pairs,
MRECs can produce a nonspontaneous hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER) without an external power input to a system (Kim and Logan,
2011a). Afive-membrane pair of AEMs andCEMs in a RED stack forming
a series of salinity gradients is sufficient to overcome the electrode
overpotential for HER (Fig. 6b), in addition to the oxidation of organic
matter in an anode driven by EAB. A study has reported that a small
quantity of RED cell pairs, together with an optimised flow rate of a sa-
line solution, use approximately 1% of the produced energy for pumping
the solution (Kim and Logan, 2011a). This finding demonstrates that H2
can be generated fromabundant and free supplies of riverwater, seawa-
ter and organic wastewater.
Replacing the saline solution with ammonium bicarbonate in RED
stacked cells and cathode chambers inMREC has significantly improved
the power generation and COD removal compared with that in MFC
modes (Cusick et al., 2013). The utilisation of ammonium bicarbonate
as another source of salinity gradient in RED stacked cells encounters
the limited area in coastal areas and estuaries. Furthermore, an
energy-intensive pre-treatment is required to minimise membrane
fouling if seawater and brackish are used (McGinnis and Elimelech,
2007). When ammonium bicarbonate is heated at ~60 °C, ammonia
and CO2 are evaporated and condensed to form an HC solution
(McGinnis and Elimelech, 2007). Waste heat and typical distillation
techniques can be employed to regenerate HC and LC solutions. Ideally,
heat from waste can be converted to electricity, thereby generating hy-
drogen in MRECs.
In comparison with MFCs, the addition of one and two pairs of RED
stacked cells has increased the power production into 5.6- and 6.3-
fold, which are equivalent to 1.7 and 1.9 Wm−2, respectively. At maxi-
mum power generation, about 30–50 times of the enhancement of COD
removal is achieved for one and two RED cell pairs of MRECs compared
with that obtained in single-chamber MFCs (McGinnis and Elimelech,
2007). The observed result is due to the increased RED stack potential
and minimised charge transfer resistance in the anode chamber. More
membrane pairs are needed to self-generate hydrogen. For example,
in a five-stack cell pair-modified MREC, ammonium bicarbonate is
used as a RED stack solution to drive hydrogen evolution. In this
study, the stack arrangement of MRECs is modified by adding a low-
concentration cell next to the anode chamber to minimise ammonia
crossover. As a result, 40% of ammonia–nitrogen, a maximumhydrogen
yield of 3.5 mol H2 mol−1 acetate and a Coulombic efficiency of 83% are
achieved (Luo et al., 2013).
Although additional RED cell pairs can increase the cell voltage, this
increase may be hindered by the internal resistance within a RED stack.
The internal resistance may be attributed to the use of nonconductive
spacers, such as a thick gasket that potentially blocks the transportation
of ions across the membrane, leading to the development of the ohmic
resistance of a system. This problem is known as a spacer shadow effect,
which is alleviated with newly patterned AEMs and CEMs (Liu et al.,
2014). The patterned AEMs and CEMs are prepared by casting themem-
branes on a protruded polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold, which is
fabricated on a perforated SMDDC (PTFE) plate beforehand (Liu et al.,
2014). Approximately 22Ω of RED stack resistance is reduced, resulting
in nearly 1.4-fold enhancement of power density comparedwith that in
Fig. 5. The illustration of typical OsMDC.
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a commercially available membrane and a nonconductive spacer
(3.44 ± 0.02 W m−2) (Liu et al., 2014). The use of a patterned mem-
brane consequently increases the overall MREC performance, including
the COD removal rate, energy efficiency and Coulombic efficiency (Liu
et al., 2014).
With the power of salinity gradient, MRECs are employed to synthe-
sise H2O2 from ORR (Fig. 6c) (Li et al., 2017a). Without an external
power supply, a high H2O2 concentration at 778 ± 11 mg L−1 is ob-
tained under the optimised effect of the airflow rate and the catholyte
concentration that govern the cathode potential (Li et al., 2018b). This
result indicates that O2 is electrochemically reduced H2O2 in a wide
pH range (2−10). Importantly, the amount of energy consumed to pro-
duce 1 kg of H2O2 is as low as 0.45 ± 0.03 kWh.
Overcoming environmental and energy issues is an attractive strat-
egy through the conversion of harmful CO2 emission to value-added
chemicals and biofuels. A biocathode that pre-acclimatises with
Sporomusa ovata is installed to catalyse the conversion of CO2 to acetate
and methanol by using a modified MREC system with salinity gradient
energy (Fig. 6d) (Li et al., 2018b).
MRECs have shown a significant progress in various applications
concerning energy and environmental issues.MRECs rely on the produc-
tion of electrical potential as a result of salinity gradient across the stack
of alternating pairs of AEMs and CEMs. These pairs provide alternating
HC and LC chambers. Obviously, MRECs need a large number of mem-
brane pairs to self-power a system, resulting in high capital and installa-
tion costs. A large-scaleMREC necessitates the use of a cost-effective IEM
that is inexpensive and exhibits a low internal resistance to induce high-
energy recovery and efficiency. In addition to cheap raw materials, new
and cost-effectivemembranes should be developed to provide a large ac-
tive area for ion transport and minimise an intermembrane distance, as
demonstrated by patterned IEMs (Balster et al., 2010; Vermaas et al.,
2014). The installation of patterned IEMs can eliminate the use of
spacers, which normally increase the electrode spacing in RED cells.
2.6. Submersible MDCs (SubMDCs)
The versatility of the existing MDC technology to address environ-
mental issues is a novel achievement to the extent that nitrate removal
in groundwater is also feasible. A proof-of-concept study has introduced
a new and simpler cell design called submergedmicrobial desalination-
denitrification cells (SMDDCs) to accomplish the in situ removal of ni-
trate from groundwater (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2013). The cells are
only equipped with anode and cathode chambers, where AEMs and
CEMs are installed at each end of chambers in contact with a wastewa-
ter/saline water source. SMDDCs are featured without a desalination
chamber, making the design simpler than that of CMDCs (Fig. 7a). In a
lab-scale setup, MEDCCs are submerged in synthetic groundwater,
while anode and cathode chambers are filled with wastewater. In a
real application, SMDDCs likely playmultiple roles in denitrification, de-
salination and electricity generation by submerging the cells into the
existing reservoir or subsurface of groundwater sources (Zhang and
Angelidaki, 2013).
Fig. 6. a) The illustration of typical MRECs design, b) MREC with enhanced power production, reprinted with permission from Kim and Logan (2011b), c) MREC for hydrogen peroxide
production, reprinted with permission from Li et al. (2017a), d) MREC for reduction of CO2 into value-added chemical, reprinted with permission from Li et al. (2018b).
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The principal of this new concept involves three critical steps.
1) Driven by bioanodic electron generation, NO3− and Na+ are diffused
from the desalination chamber into anode and cathode chambers, re-
spectively. 2) NO3− is then migrated with the anode effluent into the
cathode chamber. 3) Next, NO3− is subsequently reduced to nitrogen
gas catalysed by an autotrophic denitrification reaction on a biocathode
to complete the circuit, producing current for the first cycle. Based on
the concept introduced by Zhang and Angelidaki (2013), SMDDCs
offer simplicity, given that no additional desalination chamber, external
power supply, draw solution and water pressure is needed, and this
finding is contrary to conventional processes, such as heterotrophic de-
nitrification, reverse osmosis and electrodialysis. The groundwater
under a treatment with SMDDCs experienced no cross-contamination
of bacterial discharge from an anode or a cathode, as the cell system
only allows anions and cations to penetrate through IEMs.
In a pioneering study, 90.5% of nitrate from groundwater is removed
at HRT of 12 h, and a current density of 3.4 A m−2 is produced (Zhang
and Angelidaki, 2013). The ionic strength of groundwater, nitrate con-
centration, external resistance and HRT are the limiting factors
governing the performance of SMDDCs. Although the nitrate removal
rate and current generation are positively affected by external nitrifica-
tion, the total nitrogen removal is not influenced (Zhang andAngelidaki,
2013).
The replacement of a biocathode to an abiotic cathode has turned
SubMDCs into a submerged microbial desalination-ammonia recovery
cell (SMDARC) by maintaining the AEM and CEM in contact with
water (Fig. 7b) (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2015b). Cations such as Na+
and NH4+ can penetrate across CEMs to a cathode chamber (Kuntke
et al., 2011, 2012), so SMDARCs can be used to address the high concen-
tration of ammonia in anaerobic reactors because it affords to impede
anaerobic digestion (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2015a,b). In an experiment
performed in a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR; batch mode),
the ammonia concentration decreases by 88% from its initial concentra-
tion of 6 g·N L−1 within 30 days, and this value corresponds to a recov-
ery rate of 80 g·Nm−2 d−1.With advantageous outcomes such as in situ
ammonia recovery, electricity generation, potential wastewater treat-
ment and biogas enhancement, SMDARCs can become a cost-effective
green technology for nutrient recovery from wastewater and energy
production in the future.
A proof-of-concept-study has presented that SubMDCs may be
utilised to remove nitrate from groundwater in situ and recover ammo-
nia from anaerobic digestion with concurrent energy recovery.
SubMDCs can be operated without the needs of power input, water
pressure, draw solution, and electron donor. Given that anode and cath-
ode chambers are enclosed with AEMs and CEMs, bacterial
discharge unlikely occurs. The reactor design is simple, compact and
workable for in situ applications, thus facilitating the up-scaling effort.
Laboratory testing indicates that the nitrate and ionic strength of
groundwater deplete at the end of the process, slowing down the activ-
ity and performance of SMDDCs (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2013). There-
fore, the ideal operation with SMDDCs is in a continuous flow of
media, which take an advantage of an abundant source of real ground-
water and wastewater. The size of a reactor should be optimised be-
tween its volume and the volume of the surrounding solution to be
treated. A small ratio may escalate the internal resistance because of
the poor mass transfer between the membrane and the bulk solution
around SubMDCs. A large ratio is advantageous for salt removal, but it
increases construction costs (Jacobson et al., 2011b).
2.7. Hollow fibre membrane MDCs (HFM-MDC)
Several challenges have remained unsettled, thereby slowing down
the progress of MDC technology into field applications. They are related
to the incomplete removal of organic compounds and other species (e.g.
phosphorus, nitrogen, microorganisms and suspended solids) from an-
aerobic wastewater effluent. Studies have indicated that the COD re-
moval of anode wastewater effluent is lower than 85% (Davis et al.,
2013; Luo et al., 2012c; Qu et al., 2012; Stoll et al., 2015; Zhang and
He, 2015).
Membrane fouling is a dominating issue during the long-term oper-
ation of seawater desalination (Ping et al., 2013; Zhang and He, 2015),
brackish water (Ping et al., 2015) and petrochemical wastewater by
using traditional MDCs (Forrestal et al., 2015; Stoll et al., 2015). At
least three different types of water need to be supplied into CMDCs,
which arewastewater, salinewater and catholytes into the anode, desa-
lination/RED stack and cathode chamber, respectively. This operational
setup convolutes the MDC system, causing the volume of the diluate to
decrease markedly to <40% (Chen et al., 2012b; Kim and Logan, 2011c;
Luo et al., 2012c). In enhancing the power generation in CMDCs (Zhang
and He, 2015), certain studies have used noble metals (Qu et al., 2012)
and nanocarbonmaterials as catalysts (Zuo et al., 2016b), utilising an air
cathode to prevent energy-intensive aeration (Zuo et al., 2016b) and
chemicals such as ferricyanide (Cao et al., 2009), which are expensive,
too fragile, easy fouling and toxic if they are implemented in large-
scale applications.
A study has attempted a new MDC concept by integrating a hollow
fibre membrane (HFM) into a MDC, which is designated as HFM-MDC,
to overcome these challenges (Zuo et al., 2018). The HFM-MDC is func-
tioned by flowing wastewater into the anode, channelling to the HFM
biocathode in the subsequent step and finally into the central
Fig. 7. a) The illustration of pioneered SMDDC design, reproduced with permission from Zhang and Angelidaki (2013), b) SMDARC for concurrent ammonia recovery and electricity
generation in CSTR, reprinted with permission from Zhang and Angelidaki (2015b).
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membrane stack (Fig. 8a) (Zuo et al., 2018). The cell configuration and
operating system of the HFM-MDC are considered novel as the quality
of the effluent can be improved because of the designated wastewater
flow route and charge transport in the central membrane stack. Mem-
brane fouling can also be alleviated because of the low organic content
and aeration flushing in a cathode chamber. Furthermore, a different
electrolyte type is unnecessary for a different chamber because waste-
water is the only water source from which energy can be recovered to
drive desalination. The system produces a cheaper and stable electrode
than Pt-based cathodes by combining an HFM with a biocathode, and
this system is collectively practical for the large-scale development of
an HFM-MDC system.
Regardless of the MDC system used, treating real wastewater as a
substrate can be challenging, commonly resulting in slower COD re-
moval rates and lower maximum power density relative to simulated
wastewater (e.g. acetate). A report has shown that the desalination per-
formance decreases when real wastewater and seawater are treated
with CMDCs (Jacobson et al., 2011b). However, these challenges are re-
markably minimised using a dual-anode assembled MDC (DA-MDCs),
where two-repeating-cell units are fabricated with two anodes and
one cathode, which are arranged in parallel and separated by two IEM
stacks (Fig. 8b) (Liu et al., 2019c). In the present study, the HFMmodule
is placedwithin the cathode to filter outmicrobes and suspended solids.
As a result, >95% of ammonia–nitrogen, total nitrogen, chemical oxygen
demand and total phosphorous are removed using the modified real
wastewater (Liu et al., 2019c).
Investigations on HRT are critical for MDCs, particularly in a contin-
uous mode to achieve an optimised performance (Chen et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2019c; Zuo et al., 2018). A short HRTmay result in insufficient du-
ration for ionic transportation into the diluent chamber, thus lowering
the desalination efficiency despite the incomplete treatment of organic
oxidation, which does not meet the requirement for wastewater dis-
charge. On the contrary, a long HRT hampers the capability of
wastewater treatment. Liu et al. (2019b) found that a DA-MDC accom-
plishes 10 L day−1 treatment capacity and exceeds the performance of
other reported biocathode-based MDCs for real wastewater treatment
under the best HRT (6 h). Interestingly, the COD, total phosphorous
and total nitrogen in the final effluent meet the minimum standard of
wastewater effluent in China at all HRT (Liu et al., 2019b).
In addition to the excellent performance of HFM-MDC, significant
parameters have not been investigated, leading to an equivocal path to-
wards its technological practicality. The parameters that need to be
optimised include the dimension of chambers, quantity of membrane
pairs, concentration of organic matter, and rate of influent flow. These
parameters should be studied in detail to maximise the performance
by using various types of wastewater. Another critical issue is the highly
concentrated brine disposed from the membrane stack, which is detri-
mental to the environment if it is directly discharged. A practical way
to solve this issue is by directing the brine to MDC, electrodialysis, re-
verse osmosis or distillation for further concentrations. The system
may involve a complicated maintenance procedure, considering the
complex cell design of HFM-MDC, which adopts a plate-by-plate stack-
ing. In addition, tuning the influent flow rate in one chamber may affect
the HRT in different chambers because of the serial water flowing
throughout the cell, thereby influencing the removal efficiency of nutri-
ents, organic and salinity. Nevertheless, the HFM-MDC has realised over
95% removal efficiencies of COD, ammonia nitrogen, total nitrogen and
total phosphorous in a single stacked cell. Hence, a techno-economic
evaluation between the high-quality effluent and the capital investment
for the technology is imperative to determine the feasibility of the sys-
tem in real applications.
3. Assembled, coupled and scaled-up MDCs
Wastewater treatmentwith a high COD removal, a high desalination
rate and a highly efficient energy production has been proven
Fig. 8. a) HFM-MDCwith ion-exchange resin, reprintedwith permission from Zuo et al. (2018), b) DA-MDCwith the integration of HFM, reprintedwith permission from Liu et al. (2019c).
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challenging in a CMDC. The issues have been reported as a result of a pH
imbalance between anolytes and catholytes, severe membrane fouling,
high internal resistance, high hydraulic retention time (HRT), incom-
pletewastewater and desalination treatment, alongwith a complex op-
eration, which is attributed to the use of different solutions in different
chambers. Concerning these issues, researchers attempted new ap-
proaches as alternatives to standalone MDC systems, including the as-
sembly of identical MDC units and the coupling of MDCs with other
existing technologies, such as FO, RO, ED and CDI. Additionally, few re-
search attempts on MDCs with a large scale (greater than a litre) have
been conducted as a platform to identify factors affecting the overall
performance during the scaling-up. The progress of these recent re-
search advancements, including the assembled, coupled, scaled-up
MDC systems, is hereby reviewed.
3.1. Assembled MDCs
A partial and complete salt removal has been achieved by an assem-
bly ofMRECs connected in series by using an identical solution for desa-
lination and cathode chambers, thereby avoiding additional costs for a
different type of electrolytes for each chamber (Kim and Logan,
2011c). The quality of desalination effluent is improved through a series
of assemblies of MRECs, where the diluate and the concentrate are
hydraulically connected in series into the stacks of subsequent MRECs
(Fig. 9a) (Kim and Logan, 2011c). The deployment of four stacked
MDCs, which bear 20 pairs of desalination chambers, has resulted in a
44% reduction of 35 g L−1 NaCl with a comparable power density output
as obtained in the standalone MFC without desalination chambers. The
desalination is further enhanced to 98% when two additional stacked
MRECs (3.8 L of anolytes in total) are added, producing 0.3 L of
freshwater.
The configuration of the assembled MREC with one or more desali-
nation chambers between an anode and a cathode can lead to a pH im-
balance that may inhibit microbial growth in the anode (especially
pH < 6) and potential losses due to an increase in pH (0.095 V per
unit of pH) in the cathode, thereby reducing the whole MDC perfor-
mance (Luo et al., 2010; Qu et al., 2012; Rozendal et al., 2008; Zhao
et al., 2006). In addressing this issue, four CMDCs are hydraulically as-
sembled in series where the effluent from an anode is pumped into
the cathode chamber andmixedwith a catholyte before it is channelled
to the anode of the next CMDC cell, consequently helping in balancing
the electrolyte solution between anodes and cathodes (Fig. 9b) (Qu
et al., 2013). The saline solution from the desalination chamber also
flows into each desalination chamber in sequence. A study has found
that NaCl removal is HRT dependent, as indicated by an increase in per-
centage, i.e. 76 to 97% from 1 to 2 days of HRT; conversely, the COD
Fig. 9.Various assembledMDC systems, a) Series assembly ofMREC, reprintedwith permission fromKim and Logan (2011c), b) Series assembly of CMDC, reprintedwith permission from
Qu et al. (2013), c) Multi-stage MDC (MS-MDC), reprinted with permission from Zuo et al. (2016a), d) MREC connected in series and coupled with ED, reprinted with permission from
Dong et al. (2017).
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removal for both HRTs is not significantly different (~60%) (Qu et al.,
2013).
In another research, the elimination of organic matter and nitrogen
from real wastewater and the desalination process are simultaneously
improved in a novel multistageMDC connected hydraulically in parallel
(Zuo et al., 2016a). Investigations on three issues have been reported for
CMDCs; i) existing cell designs reported in the literature are mostly in-
effective in simultaneously removing organic waste and desalination,
given that wastewater and saline solution are filled in a different cham-
ber separated by membranes (Luo et al., 2012c; Zuo et al., 2013); (ii) a
passive nitrification and denitrification reaction in MDC anode cells,
causing incomplete nitrogen removal in the produced anode effluent
(Chen et al., 2012c; Mehanna et al., 2010a; Stoll et al., 2015; Zhang
andHe, 2015); (iii) the presence of actualwastewater in a thin desalina-
tion chamber (millimeter scale), leading tomembrane fouling, which is
not the case for a pure saline solution as employed in a lab-scale exper-
iment (Lindstrand et al., 2000). Therefore, a CMDC is designed to be op-
erated in multistage to realise an improved concurrent treatment and
desalination of wastewater (Zuo et al., 2016a). The multistage MDC
(MS-MDC) is installed with two consecutive anode and cathode cham-
bers stacked in parallel, separated by CEMs and AEMs facing the anode
and the cathode, respectively, creating a thin desalination chamber. The
real wastewater flows in a sequential order into 1st anode ➔ 1st cath-
ode➔ 2nd anode➔ 2nd cathode; conversely, a concentrated saline so-
lution is channelled into the desalination chamber (Fig. 9c). In such a
flowingmanner, a result of 11.4 mA, 52.4%, 92.5% and 87.0% is achieved
for the current generation, desalination efficiency, effluent COD and
total nitrogen removal, respectively, because of the presence of charge
migration and effective nitrification/denitrification reaction (Zuo et al.,
2016a).
A diluted high-strength industrialwastewater is treated using a sim-
ilar design of MS-MDC and partially desalinated with a sequential flow:
1st anode➔ 1st cathode➔ 2nd anode➔ 2nd cathode (Zuo et al., 2017).
The initial wastewater influent contains 8723±456mg L−1 of COD and
24,612 ± 772 μS cm−1 of conductivity. The treatment has resulted in a
remarkably low COD below 500mg L−1 in the effluent, which complies
with the minimum requirement for discharged wastewater, whereas
31.6% of the initial salt concentration was removed at 1.0 V (Zuo et al.,
2017).
Hydraulically connecting a five-chamber MREC with the four other
units of the MREC of the same design has accomplished the concurrent
desalination process and the treatment of the synthetic copper-
containing wastewater; this process is catalysed by the produced alka-
linity (Fig. 9d) (Dong et al., 2017). A study has confirmed that
5000 mg L−1 of copper concentration is removed almost completely
with a removal rate of 5.07 kg m−3 d−1, leading to the effluent that is
in accordance with the emission standard for electroplating in China.
The harvested power from the MREC comprising four identical units is
used to operate the conventional (ED) system as a post-desalination
treatment for water recovery purposes by employing a capacitor as a
charge collector (Dong et al., 2017). The MREC-powered ED produces
the highest achievable desalination efficiency of 30.4%, which indicates
a low performance and should be further improved.
Studies have presented that a promising COD removal, desalination
and power generation can be achieved by hydraulically linkingmultiple
units of identical systems in series or parallel connection. An assembled
MDC system, which is connected in parallel, confirms that a simulta-
neous elimination of organic matter/nitrogen and desalination can be
realised from the similar stream of domestic wastewater (Zuo et al.,
2016a). This process provides an exemplary of the simplified operation,
considering the utilisation of a single type of wastewater sources. The
assembled system also offers a selection of operation modes for
targeting an enhanced wastewater treatment or energy recovery. How-
ever, without a proper control at each compartment of the cell, the
maintenance process may be laborious and challenging in dealing
with a plate stacking design. The configuration of multiple MDCs con-
nected hydraulically in series is simpler; thus,monitoring andmaintain-
ing an individual cell are more manageable.
3.2. Coupled MDCs
Individually, OsMFCs have been proven to recover water from
wastewater (Zhang et al., 2011), and CMDCs have been tested for re-
moving salt from a saline solution (Cao et al., 2009; Jacobson et al.,
2011b; Qu et al., 2012). In OsMFCs, saline water, which plays a role as
a draw solution and a catholyte, are subjected to low conductivity be-
cause of watermigration from an anode chamber to a cathode chamber,
a condition that can prevent the recirculation of a draw solution. OsMFC
is incapable of eliminating salt from the draw solution, which can be
channelled into the desalination chamber of CMDCs to remove salt
driven by electricity generation (Fig. 10a). The anode effluent from
OsMFCs can be transferred into a UMDC anode to further remove the or-
ganic content in wastewater through anaerobic digestion. Through cou-
pling, the efficiency of desalination significantly increases because of
dilution in OsMFCs and salt elimination in UMDCs despite the improved
removal of organic matter, which is achieved sequentially in both sys-
tems (Zhang and He, 2013). The hybrid system succeeds a 95.9% reduc-
tion of the conductivity in the hybrid system and the energy production
of 0.160 kWh m−3 with the treated saline water. Two main drawbacks
have been identified by analysing the presented coupling system. Al-
though COD removal and desalination efficiency are significantly im-
proved in the hybrid system, the HRT of the saline solution takes
3.5 days (Zhang andHe, 2013). Additional energy is also needed for aer-
ation in the OsMFC, which is not practical in a large-scale system. In our
perspective, the balance between the energy utilisation and treatment
capability of both systems must be considered to produce excellent
coupled MDC systems in real applications.
The coupling between the UMDC and FO is another attractive ap-
proach driven by its ability to treat wastewater and energy-efficient
water. However, it is limited by an incomplete wastewater treatment
or desalination in both systems, which are the major hindrance for fur-
ther development, including the synergism between two technologies.
A hybridisation effort is realised between UMDCs with an existing lab-
scale FO cell to mitigate this problem (Yuan et al., 2015). Synthetic
wastewater is inserted into the UMDC anode, and the produced effluent
flows to the FO cell to further improve water recovery; conversely, the
draw solution from the FO is channelled to UMDC for a desalination
step (Fig. 10b). In comparison with the standalone MDC or FO system,
the observation has emphasised that the COD removal and desalination
are significantly improved in the coupledUMDC-FO system. Besides, the
current generation is more stable, and the desalination rate is quicker in
the coupled system than that produced in the standalone MDC. More-
over, the conductivity rate and COD removal rate perform proportion-
ately at the shortened HRT by manipulating the HRT.
Another issue faced by CMDCs is the reduction of the conductivity of
saltwater after a long desalination process, causing an increase in inter-
nal ohmic resistance and slowing down the desalination rate (Mehanna
et al., 2010b). Although efforts have been devoted to addressing the
problem, the documented inventions, such as the MREC and the addi-
tion of IER in a desalination chamber, have demonstrated a tedious
and costly strategy. Adapting capacitive deionisation (CDI) onto IEM
to produce membrane-CDI (MCDI) can be an alternative solution to
the conventional technology of CDI. An investigation has been carried
out to evaluate the desalination performance of two MDCs, which are
Fig. 10. Various coupled MDC systems, a) coupled OsMFC and MDC system, reprinted with permission from Zhang and He (2013), b) coupled UMDC and FO system, reprinted with
permission from Yuan et al. (2015), c) coupled MDC and MCDI system, reprinted with permission from Wen et al. (2014), d) coupled MDC and MEC system, reprinted with
permission from Li et al. (2017b).
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connected in series or parallel to be used as the power supply of MCDI
(Fig. 10c) (Wen et al., 2014). Another study has revealed that a parallel
connection system produces the highest electrosorption capacity of
264.8 μmol/g, which equivalent to a 60% improvement as compared
with that achieved using a potentiostat under a similar operational volt-
age. The result obtained corresponds to a desalination rate of 3.7mgh−1
in one cycle (Wen et al., 2014).
In another approach, the coupling of a CMDCwith anMEC hasmedi-
ated a simultaneous function of nitrogen removal from domestic waste-
water in anodes and cathodes, salt removal in a desalination chamber
and the reduction of metals originating from industrial wastewater in
the cathode of connected MEC systems (Fig. 10d) (Li et al., 2017b).
These novel multipurpose reactions are achievable, given that nitrogen
removal can be quickened by the presence of high-conductivity seawa-
ter. A biological reaction is manageable by flowing the cathode effluent
containing an autotrophic denitrifier and its converted product of ni-
trate/nitrite into the anode chamber (Li et al., 2017b). The mixture of
autotrophic and heterotrophic denitrification in the anode chamber
leads to an enhanced efficiency of nitrogen removal (Li et al., 2017b).
The nonspontaneous metal reduction carried out in anMEC is powered
byMDCs through charge storage in capacitors. Notably, the problem as-
sociated with a pH imbalance in anodes and cathodes, as generally
found in a CMDC reaction, is alleviated in the developed coupled system
(Li et al., 2017b). Additionally, the electrical energy harvested by the ca-
pacitor has powered theMEC to reduce 99.5% of lead (II) from industrial
wastewater in the cathode ofMEC. The energy balance from the current
hybrid system is positive, exhibiting an encouraging use of MDCs for
multipurpose applications (Li et al., 2017b).
Coupling MDCs with other BESs or existing water reclamation tech-
nologies also enhances organic matter removal and water desalination
compared with that of standalone MDCs or other BESs. This approach
forms amutual necessity between two distinct systems, complimenting
each other's shortcoming. It can power the other connected system to
simultaneously extend desalination or carry other cathodic reactions
in the connected cell because of the ability ofMDCproducing electricity.
In contrast to the multiple connections of identical MDC units, the cou-
pling strategies require a greater control, considering the multitude of
reactions that occur simultaneously in both systems. In a large-scale ap-
plication, the magnitude of challenges and complexity of operation and
maintenance is immense. The real challenge is to ensure that the
targeted performance (e.g. COD removal and desalination efficiency)
is greater than the standalone MDC after scaling-up.
3.3. Scaled-up MDC
The most critical aspect of the research and development of MDCs is
the reactor scale-up, and studies have been performed to solve the fun-
damental and technical issues dealing with a laboratory scale. A large-
scale MFC has failed to reproduce the high power density as obtained
in a small-scaleMFC (Clauwaert et al., 2008; Logan, 2010). Therefore, re-
search on a large-scaleMDCmust explore the challenges and other lim-
iting factors affecting the performance of MDCs during scaling-up.
In the early attempt of scaling-up, a litre scale of UMDCs is intro-
duced to evaluate the performance and energy production in a slightly
larger laboratory scale than previous ones (Fig. 11a) (Jacobson et al.,
2011a,b). A study has indicated that HTR influences the removal rate
of TDS even though the elimination of TDS in the salt solution is higher
than that in artificial seawater (Jacobson et al., 2011b). A study has re-
vealed that >70% of TDS is removed, which is predominantly affected
by the current generation, despite otherminor factors, such aswater os-
mosis and an unidentified process. The UMDC is ideally operated under
high-power generation instead of high current production because of
the quantity of energy output. By contrast, high current production is
more favourable for treating seawater desalination as a result of low sa-
linity in the effluent (Jacobson et al., 2011b). Under the high-power out-
put condition of UMDC set up as a pre-desalination tool for an RO
system, the use of the salt solution and artificial seawater may account
for 58% and 16.5% electrical production, which may contribute to oper-
ating a downstream RO purification system.
A large-scale stacked MDC (>10 L), which is loaded with a mixed
IER, has been developed and conducted in a batch mode to desalinate
0.5 g L−1 NaCl, a concentration comparable with domestic wastewater
(Fig. 11b) (Dong et al., 2017). After 12 h of operation, 0.5 g L−1 NaCl is
reduced to 0.02 g L−1, a quality of effluent almost equivalent to the al-
lowable maximum salt concentration in the effluent produced out of
RO filtration. The result corresponds to the desalination efficiency of
96%, which is benefited by the loading of IER and circulation flow rate
of 80 mL min−1.
The largest scale of theMDC system is 105 L working volume, which
is conducted in a tubular form, i.e. the UMDC type (Fig. 11c) (Zhang and
He, 2015). The use of theUMDC-105 L scale in this studyhas become the
research platform to investigate the responsible factors affecting the
performance of MDCs during a scale-up step. A thorough analysis of
each module has indicated that the performance is severely non-
uniform throughout the experiment. After an external voltage of 1.1 V
is applied, the current generation ismarkedly enhanced by nearly three-
fold comparedwith the electrical current recoveredwithout an external
voltage (670 mA). A current increment is also achieved by establishing
multiple feeding points, providing an improved substrate distribution.
As a result of the electrical current enhancement, the salt removal rate
is also considerably increased from 3.7 kg m−3 day−1 to 9.2 kg m−3-
day−1. Another substantial observation from this study is the drop in
the current generation because of a large COD loading, leading to the re-
duction of salt removal due to the growth of heterotrophic microorgan-
isms on the cathode surface. Besides, approximately 40–60% of energy
can be saved if catholyte recirculation can be reduced.
The development of large-scale MDC has been used as a
steppingstone to investigate factors affecting MDCs during the scaling-
up process. Investigations on large-scale UMDC have identified several
parameters critical for the scaling up, and they include feeding strategy,
organisation between wastewater treatment and desalination, circuit
connection of multiple units and systematic energy estimation (Zhang
and He, 2015). The number and configuration of desalination cells is
also a key factor affecting the performance of large-scale MDC, which
has been proved in previous study (Chen et al., 2016). However, large-
scale MRECs loaded with IER (>10 L) have unsolved issues, including
the incomplete removal of organicmatter and bacteria,membrane foul-
ing and ion exchange resin (IER), the uncertainty of the MDC perfor-
mance with real wastewater and seawater, brine disposal from RED
stacks and optimisation of stack dimension and quantity (Zuo et al.,
2014). In the cell architecture for large-scale applications, the plate-by
plate stacking design offers multiple reactions with a different mode
of operations compared with that of two tubular cell designs, which
are applied to UMDCs. However, the cost-effectivity of both cellular
designs should be estimated to determine their practicality for real ap-
plications. In reality, the cost estimation of the development of a large-
scale reactor may be inappropriate because of a considerable difference
in material expenses and production costs between a high-grade lab-
made goods and an industrial-produced system. Notwithstanding, soft-
ware tools, such as RESYSpro and IPSEpro, can be used because they are
proficient in carrying out economic, technical and ecological analyses
(Karagiannis and Soldatos, 2008).
4. Comparative analysis on the performance of MDCs
A cross-comparison of the performance of MDCs has been difficult
because of several constraints: 1) different cell configurations used,
2) various approaches for data collection and data reporting, 3) the em-
ployment of a broad range of methods for measurement and analysis
and 4) lack of normalisation. These issues may negatively affect the de-
velopment of MDC technology and diminish the impact on desalination
market sector: operators, utilities and management. In view of the
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importance of evaluating the continuous advancement of MDCs, the
present review provided a comparative analysis between the
standalone MDC and the assembled MDCs and coupled MDC system
and between the lab-scale system and the large-scale MDC system.
The important parameters of the COD removal rate, nominal desalina-
tion rate (NDR), desalination rate and maximum energy output are in-
cluded for comparison purposes (Table 2). The NDR parameter has
been frequently overlooked in any MDC research even though this pa-
rameter is common in membrane technology, which can help imple-
ment MDCs at a real scale after development. In brief, NDR refers to
the normalised amount of fresh water per square meter of membranes
during every desalination cycle. Some parameters are well reported, so
thepresent review carefully extracts the experimental data andnormal-
ised them into a comparable unit for each parameter.
Studies have demonstrated that an assembled MDC system can be
an effective approach to enhance the COD removal, desalination rate
and energy production. For instance, a series assembly of MREC has re-
sulted in 3-, 3.2- and 1.4-fold enhancement against the standalone
MREC in terms of NDR, desalination rate and maximum power genera-
tion, respectively (Kim and Logan, 2011c) (Table 2). Although the COD
removal rate has not been well reported in the standalone MREC,
about 91% of the COD removal efficiency is attainable after 12 h in an
assembled system. The NDR value of the assembled system is also con-
siderably higher than that of the singleMREC, suggesting that thewater
transport is greater in the assembled system. This condition reduces the
water quality and recovery in the diluate, which is obtained from elec-
troosmosis and osmosis (Kim and Logan, 2011c). Three stages of four
MREC modules are sufficient to achieve 97.6% desalination to extend
this process. Interestingly, the power generation is comparable with
those obtained in MFCs during desalination in MRECs.
Conversely, the assembled hydraulically connected CMDC (four
units) does not show an enhancement effect compared with that on a
single CMDC (Qu et al., 2013). The COD removal rate, desalination rate
and power generation decrease as the effluent from the anode and de-
salination chamber flow downstream. Despite the reduction of COD re-
moval rate in downstream CMDC as compared to the first CMDC, the
total COD removal efficiency did not improve significantly (60 ± 2%).
Conversely, the reduction of desalination rates in the downstream
CMDCs is attributed to the diminished salt content in the desalination
chamber, causing an increase in internal resistance; thus, potential
losses are large (Qu et al., 2013). The low power generation in multiple
CMDCs (four units) is likely due to a reduced substrate concentration in
the downstreamMCDCs,which can affect the viability of EAB, hence, the
whole performance. The discrepancy between MRECs and CMDCs with
Fig. 11. Scaled-upMDCs design, a) 1 L UMDC, reprintedwith permission from Jacobson et al. (2011b), b) 10 L ofMREC, reprintedwith permission from Zuo et al. (2014), c) 105 L UMDC of
tubular form, reprinted with permission from Zhang and He (2015).
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regard to the performance in the assembled system is attributed to the
effect of salinity-gradient power in MRECs despite the
bioelectrochemical oxidation in the anode chamber. The comparison
of both systems reveals that the desalination and energy production of
MRECs are better than those of CMDCs, but the cost of the former is
higher than that of the latter because of the installation of membrane
pairs. Therefore, the use of a cost-effective membrane in MRECs is
critical.
The comparative analysis of two coupled MDC systems, i.e. FO-
MFC + UMDC (Zhang and He, 2013) and UMDC + FO (Yuan et al.,
2015), against a single MDC of a similar coupled system is not easy
mainly because of a different system orientation and the lack of normal-
isation. The performance of both coupled systems is higher in terms of
the COD removal rate and desalination rate than that of the standalone
UMDC system (Table 2). A cross-comparison between two different
coupled systems (OsMFC+UMDCandUMDC+FO) concerning thede-
salination rate infers that the UMDC + FO coupled system is more ro-
bust. Yuan et al. (2015) reported that the coupled system of
UMDC + FO produces a more stable current and a faster desalination
process than the standaloneUMDCdoes. Furthermore, a cleanwater re-
covery and a lesser wastewater volume are feasible with UMDC + FO.
Contrastingly, the COD removal rate and power density of both coupled
systems differs, i.e. it is higher in OsMFC + UMDC than in UMDC+ FO.
This observation can be explained, given that OsMFCs and UMDCs have
anodic microbial oxidation in both individual systems. It is noted that
the NDRwas not consistently reported, making evaluation for both sys-
tems unfeasible.
To date, UMDC has been progressively researched for an up-scaling
study from a millilitre or several litres of up to >100 L scale (Jacobson
et al., 2011a,b; Zhang and He, 2015). These studies have been selected
on the basis of the reported works that are the products of similar
main scholars and the research concepts and operational systems that
are maintained.
UMDC has been scaled up through a stepwise increment. For com-
parison purposes, a detailed review on the UMDC design at each stage
is provided. The introductory design of the UMDC presents a tubular re-
actor design, which comprises two tubular compartments separated by
an IEM. The inner tubular compartment is created by a rolled AEM,
which contains with graphite granules and graphite rods as an anode
anda current collector, respectively. The dimension of the tubularmem-
brane is 6.15 cm diameter and 40 cm length to contain 500 mL of
anolytes. The outer tubular compartment is a slightly larger roll of a
CEM with 7 cm diameter and 40 cm length to accommodate 350 mL
of saline solution. The outer surface of CEM is coated with Pt/C
(0.2 mg Pt cm−2) ink in a slurry form, which is then covered with two
layers of a carbon cloth that functions as a cathode. The connection be-
tween a cathode and an external electric circuit is completed with Pt
wire (Jacobson et al., 2011a). In a large-scale UMDC, graphite granules
in the anode chamber are replaced with carbon brushes as the anode
(Jacobson et al., 2011b). The diameter of tubular AEM and CEM is main-
tained, but the length of both tubular membranes is extended to 70 cm,
resulting in a total volume of 2.75 L (1.90 L of anolyte excluding carbon
brushes and 0.85 L of saline solution). The platinum loading coated on a
carbon cloth is increased to 0.4mgPt cm−2. To date, the largest UMDC is
scaled-up to an operating volume of 105 L (Zhang and He, 2015). Under
a similar reactor setup, the dimension of tubular AEMs and CEMs
shrinks to 5 and 5.6 cm, respectively, and the length of both tubular
membranes is further elongated to 86 cm. The anode and desalination
chamber are filled with 2 L of anolytes and 0.5 L of saline solution, in-
cluding liquid in the connecting parts. A 1 m length carbon brush
anode is inserted into the AEM tube, whereas the cathode is the carbon
cloth coated with activated carbon powder (5 mg cm−2) without plati-
num. The cathode is wrapped with a titanium wire around the
tubular CEM.
Althoughmaintaining the performance ofMDCs during scaling-up is
challenging, a stepwise volumetric increase in the total cell volume from
850 mL to 2.75 L has manifested the possibility (Jacobson et al., 2011a,
b). Although the COD removal between UMDC-0.85 L and UMDC-
2.75 L is incomparable because of the unavailability of data in a small
scale, the desalination rate is better in the large-scale and comparable
power output between two scales (Table 2). The enhanced TDS removal
rate is associated with the advantage of having a larger ratio between
the salt solution and wastewater volume (Jacobson et al., 2011a). Al-
though the accurate explanation has been widely explored, a study
linking the enhancement to the low salt accumulation in the anode in
response to a higher flux of the anolyte. A high flux ensures an adequate
organic supply for microbial electron generation and facilitates ion ex-
change because of the large membrane surface (Jacobson et al.,
2011b). The NDR under a closed-circuit condition is lower than that
under an open circuit condition, suggesting that the current generation
can drive the TDS removal in the UMDC. At a large scale containing 30
UMDCmodules with a total working volume of 105 L, the COD removal
rate noticeably decreases comparedwith that inUMDC-2.75 L. Although
multiple feeding points have resulted in a high current generation be-
cause of the improvedmass transfer, the COD removal does not increase
accordingly because of the complex condition of UMDC-bearing
Table 2


















A single unit of MDC Assembled MDCs
Stacked MREC N/A 0.002; 9.88***
(Vol. of diluate ↓,
vol of conc.↑)
18.66 N/A (91% COD
reduction)
0.006; 31.25***
(Vol of diluate ↓,
vol of conc. ↑)
26.66 (Kim and Logan, 2011c)
Stacked CMDC ~1.6 N/A; 5.8* 21.5 ~1.0 N/A; 0.8* 17.8 (Qu et al., 2013)
System A single unit of MDC Coupled MDC
OsMFC + UMDC# 0.7 N/A; 4.05*** 27.81 6.2 N/A; 9.66*** 53.33 (Zhang and He, 2013)
UMDC + FO 0.4 N/A; 11.2*** 0.056 0.42 1.68: 25.5*** 0.064 (Yuan et al., 2015)
System Lab-scale (0.85 L) Larger scale (2.75 L)









28.9 (Jacobson et al., 2011b)
Larger scale (105 L)
UMDC Refer to UMDC-2.75 L (Jacobson et al., 2011a) 1.44 N/A; 9.2*** 36.6 (at 1.1 V) (Zhang and He, 2015)
aNDR: Norminal desalination rate, bDesal.: desalination rate, #: total volume (1.95 L), *Initial conc. of NaCl: *20 g L−1; **30 g L−1; ***35 g L−1, N/A: data not available, @: volumetric power
density.
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multiple units. The desalination rate in a highly complex system of
UMDC-105 L is also unexpectedly lower than that in the UMDC-2.75 L
even after the external power of 1.1 V is supplied. This problem may
be stemmed from a highly nonuniform performance in each module
(Zhang and He, 2015). Relative to UMDC-2.75 L, the power density is
significantly higher in UMDC-105 L contributed by the potential input
at 1.1 V. Therefore, future work should focus on the optimisation be-
tween energy requirement and MDC performance.
A fair judgement on which of the selected system works the best is
not easy, considering the different configurations, dimensions and ori-
entations of cells or reactors. However, based on the normalisation of
data carried out in the present review, the highest performance for
COD removal rate, desalination rate, and power density was realised
by the UMDC-2.75 L, assembled MREC, and coupled OsMFC + UMDC
system, respectively. In viewof up-scaling strategy, it is important to en-
sure that themaximum performance attainable in a lab-scale-size reac-
tor can be maintained or performed better. In another issue, we
recommend a standardised COD removal rate (kg COD m−3 d−1), a
nominal desalination rate (L m−2 h−1), a desalination rate (g L−1 d−1)
and a power density (Wm−3) in response to the lack of normalisation
in presenting important data, which are more practical for the compar-
ison between systems towards industrialisation. Although the present
analysis is conducted in a small sample of reported studies, the compar-
ative evaluation between MDC systems may provide substantial points
in decision-making for future studies.
5. Prevailing challenges and potential mitigation strategies for
future practicality
The development of MDCs has been concentrated on a laboratory-
scale design. A large-scale research should be performed to evaluate
the strength and compatibility of materials used to construct a large re-
actor. The factors responsible for the failure or unsatisfactory output
from a scaled-up reactor should be recognised. In dealing with real
wastewater and seawater during field testing, the developed MDC sys-
tem is exposed to an unpredictable outcome, requiring ways for the
pre-treatment of wastewater and saline solutions. Several ways to alle-
viate issues related to low conductivity, unstable electrode, membrane
fouling, negative net energy balance and capital cost are another con-
cern. Besides, a great attention should be given to investigate the dura-
bility of the system over a long operation period while treating the
diverse nature of wastewater at varied temperatures because it influ-
ences the maintenance cost on membrane biofouling. An excellent per-
formance of a lab-scale cell/reactor not necessarily reproducible in a
large scale system mainly because of the poor substrate, ionic and
charge transfer. Before MDCs are used in real applications, the system
must be capable of generating a high power density and fuel production
to provide a sustainable energy source. Although few research efforts
have devoted to scaling up, a promising result has yet to be demon-
strated. Hence, this section presents the prevailing challenges that
emerge from a lab-scaleMDC systemand potentialmitigation strategies
based on large-scale specifications.
5.1. Reactor configuration, challenges and solutions
Reactors designed for a millimeter-scale system are partially adapt-
able for the construction of a litre-scale reactormainly due to the incon-
gruent mass and charge transfer between the two scales. The factors
that have a close association with mass and charge transfer include
the reactor design, electrode configuration, electrical connection be-
tween electrodes and selection of membrane and granular resin.
The largest MDC system is a tubular designmade of an AEM tube in-
side of a CEM tube, forming a double cylinder (Zhang and He, 2015). As
an assimilation fromMFCs (Zhuang et al., 2012), a large-scale of anMDC
tubular design can be materialized by extending the length of the tube,
where additional tubular modules are connected in series, forming an
MDC stack,which can be operated under a continuous flowmode. Stud-
ies have suggested that the tubular design can preserve its optimal
cross-sectional dimension during scaling up (Kim et al., 2010, 2011;
Scott et al., 2007). A tubular design also results in a minimal dead
space, which encourages a near plug-flow regime, promoting a
steady-state flow condition (Kim et al., 2011). The tubular design also
provides a large surface area, which is beneficial to the efficient salt re-
moval from the middle chamber.
Despite the practicability of tubular designs for scaling-up, the fabri-
cation of new lab-scaleMDC designs has been focused on plate-by-plate
stacking forming a cell. The circumstances may be due to the large ex-
pense on costly large membranes needed to build a tubular MDC and
regular membrane replacement. The favourable feature having a flat
plate design for MDCs is that the stacking with multiple modules is fea-
sible and simpler, requiring a smallermembrane size and a lesser mem-
brane supporter than that a tubular design. In addition to wastewater
treatment and desalination, various reactions can occur in the cathode
chamber at once other than OER, such as fuel generation, pollutant deg-
radation or chemical production with the additional chamber.
Desalination efficiency is influenced not only by the potential differ-
ence generated in the anode and cathode but also by the ratio of reactor
dimension (Ebrahimi et al. (2018). A coefficient value (α) as a result of
the ratio between the volume of the anolyte and the desalinated water
is referred as a measure to evaluate the desalination efficiency and the
salinity reduction. For clarity, the lower theα value, the higher the desa-
lination efficiency; thus, it is more economical in terms of anolyte con-
sumption. For that reason, a quadripartite MDC is developed,
emphasising the ability to minimise the anolyte consumption over sa-
line water. Four sets of desalination and cathode chambers are com-
bined to form a single anode chamber (Fig. 2d). Although the cell
installation is complex, this approach can reduce the construction cost
because of the minimised size of an anode chamber.
In terms of electrical connection, several BES reactors can be electri-
cally connected in either parallel or series (Aelterman et al., 2006). How-
ever, a series connection can induce a short-circuit effect with adjacent
reactors because of liquid connection (Jacobson et al., 2011a,b). A paral-
lel connection with multiple BES reactor units has proven to achieve a
long-term and stable power generation without any electrical failure
(Kim et al., 2020). In another example, the connection of 30 UMDCmod-
ules is achieved through a parallel connection of different types: a com-
bined circuit and an individual cell. In the combined connection, all
anodes (cathodes) are combined as a single circuit cell, whereas each
module is connected to the resistor between an anode and a cathode
in an individual cell, producing 30 circuit cells. However, both electrical
connections do not cause significant changes in the COD removal and
desalination rates (Zhang and He, 2015). Additionally, the generated
current via an individual connection is significantly higher than that
via a combined connection, which is postulated due to intercharge
amongst the anode of multiple modules (Zhang and He, 2015).
Studies have demonstrated that the use of brush anodes in a
millilitre-scale reactor design can generate high power density, which
is attributed to a large electrode surface area (Hays et al., 2011;
Hutchinson et al., 2011; Logan et al., 2007). However, design factors,
such as diameter, brush length, configuration, orientation and quantity
of brushes, should be optimised to minimise the internal resistance
and improve power density. Moreover, the architectural design applied
to construct a reactor should provide the systemwith an enhancedmass
transfer from the electrode surface to electrolytes and vice versa. Stud-
ies have reported thatmembranes,which also act as separators, also de-
form after a long period of operation in either small or scaled up MFC
(Dekker et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2010). A similar event can occur in
the MDC system. Membrane deformation can reduce the volume of
the anode chamber and cause gas trapping, which degrades perfor-
mance. Therefore, the fabrication of a supporting structure is necessary
to maintain the separator integrity while increasing the maximum
surface area attainable for the electrodes.
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The selection of membranes and the number of membrane pairs af-
fect the reactor construction cost. However, an offset is observed be-
tween high power density and treatment capacity even with the use
of an expensivemembrane. Fundamentally, an optimised reactor design
that generates high power density is the basis for yielding a high treat-
ment efficiency, given that a higher current generation leads to a higher
COD removal. In particular, MDC designs, such asMRECs, have a consid-
erably high internal resistance because of the installation of RED stack
cells between anodes and cathodes, separating the electrode further
away. Hence, the number of membrane pairs and their distance in the
RED stack cells should be optimised to balance between internal
ohmic resistance and desalination efficiency and push the MREC into a
litre-scale application. High internal resistance may also source from
the use of a nonconductive granular material (Zuo et al., 2016a).
Hence, the use of a conductive granular material (e.g. resin) is recom-
mended to improve wastewater treatment in the anode chamber. The
most widely used conductive granular in BESs is granular activated car-
bon (GAC) because it is an inexpensive material. GAC has a highly po-
rous adsorbent and conductive properties because of heat treatment
during its production. Stuffing a reactorwith GAC improves the electron
transfer from suspended EAB to circuit during substrate oxidation.
Aelterman et al. (2008) suggested that the utilisation of 3-D structures,
such as GAC, increases the anode surface area,which helps reduce inter-
nal resistance, consequently improving electricity generation. MFC
studies have shown that the use of GAC reduces the internal resistance
from 84 Ω to 17 Ω (He et al., 2006), and increases the columbic effi-
ciency from 33.7% to 45% (Wang et al., 2010).
Connecting multiple identical units and coupling CMDCs with
existing conventional technologies, such as RO, FO and ED, are consid-
ered the most practical strategies to expedite MDCs into practicality.
In hydraulically connected MDC modules, wastewater flows in series
and assists in alleviating the pH imbalance issue and improving the de-
salination rate as compared with that in standalone CMDC (Qu et al.,
2013). In another advancement, a significant COD removal from a
high-strength industrial wastewater is accomplished using MDCs
stacked in parallel comprising a repeating set of an anode and a cathode,
i.e. anode 1➔ cathode 1➔ anode 2➔ cathode 2 (Zuo et al., 2017). The
high COD removal is ascribed to the alternate reaction under anaerobic/
aerobic conditions.
In summary, if themain goal of a largeMDC system is forwastewater
treatment, desalination and power output, then a tubular design is suit-
able for this function, but it is compromised because of the utilisation of
a large membrane. Conversely, if the main aim is to provide another re-
ductive reaction in the cathode beside ORR (e.g. hydrogen and CO2 re-
duction), then the plate design reactor is more appropriate. A
systematic study betweenmultiple reactors of tubular and plate designs
should be carried out to determine the lowest construction cost and the
highest MDC performance. A comparative study should consider vari-
ous factors, including reactor orientation, electrode configuration, elec-
trical connection between electrodes, membrane selection and ratio
between anodes and desalination chambers, to make the study more
practical.
5.2. Overcoming issues associated with a low conductivity and an unstable
electrode
One large obstacle in BESs is the low power generation because of
potential losses during electron transportation between electrodes
(Rabaey and Verstraete, 2005). This issue is commonly associated
with the selection of electrode materials (Li et al., 2018a; Zhao et al.,
2015). Low-cost carbon-based materials, such as carbon paper, carbon
felt and graphite rods, have been widely employed in studies on MDCs
mainly because of high stability and low cost (Pant et al., 2010b). How-
ever, these materials exhibit certain inherent drawbacks, especially the
relatively low surface active area for biofilm growth and low substrate
mobility, thereby a low power generation in MDCs (Wang et al., 2013).
Many studies have geared towards the development of 3D porous
electrodes for anode materials to significantly increase the power out-
put in MDCs (Flexer et al., 2013; Hou et al., 2014a,b; Yuan et al.,
2018). A 3D porous electrode can provide a large surface area assisted
by the existence of abundant macrochannels and pores for quick mass
transport pathways, allowing low charge transfer resistance, facile sub-
strate transportation and high charge storage capacity for enhancing
electrochemical reactions. Studies on nanocatalyst-loaded 3D
macroporous materials, including carbon nanotube-coated sponges,
have also been actively explored to improve the performance of MFCs
(Xie et al., 2012), Pt-loaded graphene for 3D electrode development
(Zhao et al., 2015), nanoparticle TiO2-coated loofah sponge carbon-
based electrodes (Tang et al., 2015) and graphene foam (Yang et al.,
2015). However, studies have yet to investigate the influence of these
modified materials as electrodes in the MDC system.
In addition to bioanodes,membranes and cell chambers, a cathode is
an essential component of the MDC system. Although platinum is the
best catalyst for accepting electrons (e.g. oxygen reduction or hydrogen
generation), its high cost prevents it from being used on a large scale. In
the search formaterials that exhibit comparable efficient catalytic prop-
erties as Pt at a low cost, nickel alloys or stainless steel is the best alter-
native. In hydrogen production, the gas diffusion type cathode
fabricated through a single nickel chemical deposition process is capa-
ble of generating hydrogen (Hrapovic et al., 2010). Other researchers
also demonstrated that tungsten carbide (Harnisch et al., 2009), molyb-
denum disulfide (Tokash and Logan, 2011), and Ni alloys (Manuel et al.,
2010) are potential candidates for HER catalyst.
Oxygen as a terminal electron acceptor in the cathode of MDCs has
been widely applied in several studies because of the insignificant
toxic effect of atmospheric oxygen and the safe end product of water
(Alvarez-Gallego et al., 2012). However, the use of an air cathode is
problematic because of a passive redox kinetic at ambient pressure
and high energy consumption for operating mechanical aeration that
is used to maintain sufficient dissolved oxygen levels in catholytes.
The limitation that is typically observed in the MFC air cathode may
equally affect MDC systems. Logan (2010) proposed several strategies
to improve theMDCperformance. The proposedmethods include 1) ex-
posing one side of the air cathode to the atmosphere to capture the op-
timum dissolved oxygen in the cathode and 2) the employment of
activated carbon with a high surface area to enhance the ORR eliminat-
ing the need for a precious co-catalyst (Biffinger et al., 2007; Freguia
et al., 2008).
Nanotechnology application has created a new branch of research.
For instance, electrodeposited palladium nanoparticles and nickel-
based nanomaterials as hydrogen catalysts have been successfully dem-
onstrated. Stainless steel, nickel foam and MoS2 have been frequently
used in MEC systems, which can also be adapted for MDC systems.
These materials are used because of their accessibility, inexpensive
and comparable catalytic performance compared with those of plati-
num. This review suggests that stainless steel may be a good material
in terms of structural strength, durability and facile route to large-
scale production. However, more research should be performed to im-
prove the conductivity of stainless steel.
Alternatively, a biocathode can be used to replace a noble metal as a
cathode catalyst because of its simple preparation, low operating cost,
no need for a metal catalyst or a chemical electron mediator, excellent
stability and versatile for the production of a valuable compound. How-
ever, similar to the developed cathode catalysts, the efficiency of a
biocathode on a large scale has never been tested. Therefore, more tol-
erant and efficient biofilms should be studied for large-scale applica-
tions. Depending on the form of a terminal electron acceptor used in
the cathode chamber, a biocathode is categorised into two types, i.e. aer-
obic and anaerobic cathodes. For an aerobic biocathode, oxygen is often
used as an oxidant because of a high redox potential and accessible, thus
low cost. Although aerobic biocathodes have gained full attention over
the last few years (Jafary et al., 2015, 2019), the main problem with
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this approach is the level of dissolved oxygen needed, as the lack of dis-
solved oxygen impedes the performance of the system. In response to
the constraints mentioned above, current research progress has been
directed to the use of an anaerobic biocathode. However, initiating an
anaerobic condition for biofilm growth is more complex and time con-
suming (Butler et al., 2010; Morita et al., 2011). Specific electrotrophs
have been used to represent the microorganisms responsible for di-
rectly or indirectly receiving electrons from a cathode. A biocathode
can use electron acceptors, such as manganese, sulfate, fumarate, ni-
trate, arsenate, iron and carbon dioxide (Clauwaert et al., 2007;
Cournet et al., 2010). Interestingly, the use of carbon dioxide as an elec-
tron acceptor for algal-based biocathode can be a promising strategy to
reduce the carbon toxicity effect in the atmosphere.
The typical development of new electrodes is initiated with a small
dimension to avoid a huge material cost in a large scale. As the dimen-
sion of a reactor increases, the size of electrodes should increase accord-
ingly. However, a high current generation of lab-scale electrodes does
not increase proportionately with the electrode size. Hankin et al.
(2017) hypothesised that the effects of electrode configuration and ge-
ometry in an electrochemical reactor influence the performance of elec-
trodes with 0.1 scale range and larger. The authors also suggested that
the current dissemination in large electrodes may be non-uniform be-
cause of potential losses in a current dissemination layer. Despite the
use of a highly conductive substrate, a 3D porous structure, a
nanocatalyst or a biocathode, more electrical contact points should be
provided on an electrode surface to ensure an adequate charge trans-
port throughout a substrate over a long distance. In relation to electrode
stability, a biocathode may be a promising approach for an economic
system in the future. However, real data from a large-scale MDC system
are yet to be demonstrated.
5.3. Issues related to membrane fouling and solutions
An ion exchange membrane is one of the main components in the
MDC system as it creates different chambers to accommodate different
reactions and functions and allow the transport of specific ions. The
MDC activity is closely influenced by membrane conditions (desalina-
tion and wastewater treatment processes). The primary issue with
membranes in BESs is fouling. Fouling is more drastic when actual
wastewater and seawater are used because of more complex
compositions than simulated wastewater and saline solution. Two
fouling types are identified: biofouling and scaling. Membrane biofoul-
ing takes place when a membrane is in contact with organic matter
and microorganisms present in real wastewater (Vrijenhoek et al.,
2001) and transparent exopolymer particles from seawater. Both sub-
stances can initiate the formation of biofilms (Yiantsios and Karabelas,
1998). Meanwhile, the deposition of inorganic materials can form
scaling.
An investigation related to long-term effects (8 months) on mem-
brane fouling in a MDC has found that scaling in CEMs is not noticeable.
Furthermore, biofouling formed at an AEM increases the MDC resis-
tance, thus reducing both current generation and desalination efficiency
(Luo et al., 2012b). However, the finding is impractical for real applica-
tions because the desalination chamber is filled with the simulated sea-
water of NaCl and NaHCO3. Conversely, another study has shown that
the resistance of CEMs because inorganic scaling increases to a greater
degree thanAEMdoes, suggesting that CEMs requiremoremaintenance
during the MDC operation (Ping et al., 2013). Another study has shown
that the existence of cations such as Ca2+ and Mg2+ can substantially
reduce the desalination efficiency and power generation, whereas an-
ions such as Br− and SO42− have no significant effect on system perfor-
mance (Luo et al., 2012a). Contrary to membrane scaling, biofouling
on AEMs does not show any radical effect on the MDC activity (Luo
et al., 2012a). In another observation, a reduction of Coulombic effi-
ciency, salt removal rate and power density are attributed to biofouling
on CEMs affecting aerobic biocathode MDCs after 5500 h of operation
(Zhang et al., 2016). A study has suggested that an effective way to re-
store the MDC performance is to replace membranes (Zhang et al.,
2016), which inevitably require additional cost for membrane
replacement.
Unlike biofouling on IEMs, biofouling on an FO membrane has been
reported to improve the generation of electricity by 50% after the addi-
tion of a small amount of HCL for buffering purposes, but it does not af-
fect the water flux (Ge and He, 2012). In another set of experiment, the
fouled FO membrane diminishes the water flux function but improves
the current generation (Ge and He, 2012). However, an attempt to do
membrane backwash by using NaCl (0.2–0.5 M) does not significantly
overcome biofouling membranes (Ge and He, 2012). The current en-
hancement is attributed to fouling-assisted enhanced ion diffusion and
ion exchange/neutralisation mechanism, which is discovered in a MFC
system (Zhu et al., 2016). It is also applicable to explain a similar
event in MDC. Hence, FO membranes can be a potential fouling-
tolerant separator for BES technologies, including MDCs.
Fouling is a significant weakness that hinders the use of membranes
for industrial scale. However, if a fouling phenomenon is deeply investi-
gated and understoodwith appropriate prevention and control, the for-
mation of fouling can be minimised or removed completely. For this
purpose, the structure and fouling composition should be carefully ob-
served, and fouling on the MDC performance should be investigated.
Various approaches have been suggested to control or prevent fouling.
The current trend of control and prevention has been devoted to the in-
vention of membrane materials integrated with antifouling properties
(Mulyati et al., 2012, 2013; Vaselbehagh et al., 2014). However,
antifouling-integrated membrane only target specific fouling types,
which are impractical to prevent numerous types of fouling from a com-
plex solution. Hence, more research should focus the efficacy of existing
modified membranes and modified IEMs, which are resistant to fouling
having various properties. The physicochemical characteristics of differ-
ent fouling types and their mixtures are also another key factors in un-
derstanding the underlying mechanism of fouling.
A conventional technique of pressure-drivenprocesses as a pretreat-
ment technique is potential because it avoids the contact of fouling
agents on IEMs (Nataraj et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2014; Yang and Yang,
2004), but this technique incurs additional cost and reduces profit mar-
gin. Alternatively, methods such as overlimiting current (OC)
(Bukhovets et al., 2011; Nikonenko et al., 2014) and pulse electric field
(PEF) (Malek et al., 2013; Nikonenko et al., 2010) may be able to solve
the fouling problem soon because it does not require additional invest-
ment and suitable to prevent and control various fouling types. Practi-
cally, the electrical input can be harvested from the generated power
output fromMDCs. Furthermore, OC and PEF can reduce the concentra-
tion of polarisation, which is another major problem, leading to an in-
crease in the processing cost. However, OC is immature in terms of the
mechanical feasibility against fouling, and PEF is more established and
offers an in situ cleaning formembrane fouling having different natures,
in addition to minimising concentration polarisation and simple instal-
lation. Although a PEF has been successfully carried out on a laboratory
scale, the abovementioned advantages are also promising for industrial
scale.
The in situ electrolytic cleaning ofmembranemodules by using elec-
trically conductive feed spacers is an encouraging solution for field ap-
plications. Studies on feed spacers of membrane modules are
necessary to optimise the distance that separates adjacent membrane
layers. Many investigations have been carried out through computer
modelling at a lab scale (Bucs et al., 2014, 2015; Fimbres-Weihs and
Wiley, 2010; Siddiqui et al., 2017). Additionally, state-of-the-art feed
spacers with new features are an attractive option for reducing fouling
in modules by enhancing the shear forces of the membrane surface.
The main challenge is to advance the fabrication of a conductive mem-
brane through feed spacer optimisation so that membrane cleaning by
using the PEF technique can be realised for an industrial scale withmin-
imal power utilisation.
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5.4. Challenges and solutions for actual wastewater and seawater treatment
The use of simulated wastewater (e.g. acetate) and seawater (e.g.
NaCl) in a laboratory cannot represent the exact performance of MDCs
during a field application. Besides, a cross-comparison on the reported
performance of MDCs is difficult because the system performance is
often affected by a variety of factors that generally have a different ex-
perimental setup where accurate information is usually lacking. In con-
trast to acetate-based substrates designed to simulate real wastewater,
actualwastewaterwith an unknown composition can come fromdiffer-
ent sources, such as dewatered sludge, sewage sludge, domestic waste-
water, industrial wastewater, leachate and engine oil. The realisation of
MDCs for field applications is exceptionally challenging because of the
complex nature of these wastewater, high concentrations and the exis-
tence of recalcitrant compounds. A different wastewater source also
leads to the varied MDC performance amongst the reported studies
with regard to COD removal, hydraulic retention time and power
generation.
Although the different concentrations of NaCl are studied to simu-
late seawater in most of the lab-scale MDC systems, the inherent com-
position of real seawater contains more than Na+ and Cl−, which
include magnesium (Mg2+), sulfate (SO24−), potassium (K+) and cal-
cium (Ca2+). These ions make up about 99% of all sea salts (Castro and
Huber, 1992). Competitive ion transportation across AEMs and CEMs
during desalination is expected, bringing more fouling and scaling is-
sues to themembrane. For all types of MDCs, the use of real wastewater
as a substrate can remarkably reduce the COD removal rate and maxi-
mum power density compared with that of the systems by using ace-
tate. Moreover, an OsMFC system operated with actual wastewater
and seawater exhibits a decrease in water flux across the FOmembrane
in contrast to the use of sodium chloride or acetate (Ge et al., 2013;
Zhang et al., 2011).
Linking individual cells/reactor modules hydraulically in series or
parallel allows each cell receives the effluent from the previous cell,
which is used to a nearly complete COD removal and desalination
(Dong et al., 2017; Kim and Logan, 2011c; Qu et al., 2013; Zuo et al.,
2016a). As complex organic substrates are broken down, a simpler sub-
strate composition becomes available to cater to the growth ofmicrobes
in subsequent cell/reactors. The HRT should be adjusted on the basis of
the composition and waste strength to accomplish this strategy. The
pre-treatment of wastewater, such as pH adjustments, addition of
buffers, improvement of conductivity and addition of carbon sources,
are also substantial to improve the performance of MDCs or minimise
the culture start-up times. However, these alteration methods may ele-
vate operational costs. Amongst the proposed pre-treatment method,
pH adjustment is more preferred due to its simplicity and proven prac-
tical in an industrial scale.
Adopting the protocol from conventional seawater reverse osmosis
(SWRO) technology, the feed water must undergo pre-treatment to
minimise the unwanted fouling materials from seawater because a
poor feed water quality leads to shortening the lifetime of the ROmem-
brane; thus, it has high maintenance costs. Pre-treatment can modify
the biological and physicochemical properties of feed water, leading to
an increase in the SWRO performance. Several traditional and modern
pre-treatment techniques have beenwidely used in SWROdesalination,
which is also adaptable to MDC. The pre-treatment includes pH adjust-
ment, coagulation/flocculation, medium filtration and scale inhibition.
As a result of membrane technological enhancement, the pre-
treatment approach for feed water is advanced through microfiltration
(MF) and ultrafiltration (UF) (Valavala et al., 2011). Membrane-based
pre-treatment is more attractive and has been widely used to improve
the performance in SWRO (Abdessemed and Nezzal, 2008; Amy et al.,
2017; Prihasto et al., 2009), which is also adaptable for anMDC system.
Wastewater and seawater pre-treatments in conventional water
reclamation technology are as crucial as inMDC systems. A direct assim-
ilation of pre-treatment strategy as used in the conventional treatment
is deemed realistic for MDCs to expedite use of the MDC technology
for field applications. As mentioned above, pH adjustment and
microfiltration/ultrafiltration are the most practical for the large MDC
operation of wastewater treatment and desalination, respectively.
5.5. Negative net energy balance and recommendation to alleviate the
issues
For MDC commercialisation, technological barriers described earlier
should be overcome, and themarketability of this technology should be
identified in the first place. The construction cost should be considered
when the scale of a reactor is increased. Energy requirement commonly
accounts for a large percentage of operating costs. Although MDCs can
extract energy sources from wastewater, they require energy to oper-
ate. Thus, a net energy balance should be assessed precisely by consid-
ering the power consumption to run a system. An energy balance
analysis is performed on several MDC technologies, including CMDC,
MREC, OsMFC and MBR (Yang et al., 2019). Except MRECs, the energy
consumption of all these systems is high, exceeding the amount of en-
ergy the system can generate. Although anMREC requires a low amount
of energy input to operate, the energy retrieved from the system is still
considerably low for an industrial scale (Yang et al., 2019).
A continuous effort to improve this technological challenge is be-
lieved to enhance the efficiency of the systemby targeting a zero net en-
ergy balance. The target is achievable by obeying the following
recommendation: 1) flowing the saline water into the desalination
chamber at a high flow rate, promoting a high salt removal rate and
minimising energy input; 2) empoweringMDCswith an applied voltage
to improve the desalination rate and reduce the total energy consump-
tion (Luo et al., 2013; Mehanna et al., 2010b; Zhu et al., 2014);
3) exploiting the use of stored energy from abundant renewable energy
for system operation; 4) optimising the power requirement for recircu-
lation pumps to significantlyminimise power input with a low effect on
desalination performance; 5) concentrating on the self-energy suffi-
ciency system such as in MREC by optimising the number of the mem-
brane in the RED stack and the flow rate of LC and HC solutions to
increase the energy recovery that fit for a scale-up. A concerted effort
to reduce the capital cost of MDCs is critical to achieve this significant
milestone.
5.6. High capital cost and reduction strategies
The capital cost for the MDC system is considerably higher than the
standalone MFC system, MEC and conventional wastewater treatment
of activated sludge in the order of MDC > MEC > MFC > activated
sludge mainly because of the additional membrane, compartment and
electrode material. If the construction cost of MEC by using laboratory
materials and designs is estimated to 800 times greater than an anaero-
bic digester (Rozendal et al., 2008), the construction cost for a MDC re-
actor must be significantly higher. Hence, the capital cost for scaling-up
MDC systems is imperative as it influences the profit margin of the gen-
erated valuable products. Notably, the construction cost for the assem-
bly and coupling type of MDCs is much higher than the standalone
MDC. Although reducing the cost for a reactor setup, an electrode and
a membrane material is rather manageable, the overall cost for MDCs
such as construction, operation and maintenance cost is still consider-
ably high for field applications (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2016).
(Zhang and Angelidaki, 2016) pointed out that the estimated capital
densities of MDC, MEDCC, MREC and MREEC can reach 7105, 9237,
10,658 and 11,842 $ m−3, respectively. The cost analysis reveals that
polycarbonate for reactor construction holds the largest portion of the
overall cost for all types of MDCs, followed by BPMs, IEMs, cathodes
(platinum catalysed), anodes and power supplies (Zhang and
Angelidaki, 2016). An earlier report has estimated that the largest ex-
penditure for a lab-scale single BES cell design is allocated for cathodes,
which account for 47%; meanwhile, about 40% is expected to be
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primarily spent on the current collector for scaling up (Rozendal et al.,
2008). A considerable investment for the current collector at a large
scale is considered relevant to cater a high charge transfer throughout
a large reactor, allowing a high BES performance.
From the perspective of MDC systems, membrane cost can become
the most prominent investment, especially for MREC and MRECC, to a
large extent. A large fraction of capital cost is allocated for a Nafion
membrane and a platinum-based cathode, which accounts for up to
85%, corresponding to $471.2 m−2 and $589 m−2 for the membrane
and the cathode, respectively (Rozendal et al., 2008). Several alternative
membranes have been proposed to replace Nafion membranes. For in-
stance, Ultrex membranes have been widely used (Chen et al., 2012a;
Clauwaert and Verstraete, 2009; Luo et al., 2014) due to relatively low
cost ($ 130 m−2) (Li et al., 2014). For even cheaper membranes, Zirfon
ion-permeable membrane offers $ 53 m−2 (Pant et al., 2010a), and it
has been successfully used in BESs. Moruno et al. (2018) reported that
the non-patterned AEM of quaternary ammonium poly(2,6-dimethyl
1,4-phenylene oxide) (QAPPO) has realised a 1.6-fold higher desalina-
tion rate when it is benchmarked with a commercially available AEM.
The improvement is ascribed to its greater ionic conductivity and an ad-
equately thin membrane, leading to a minimised area-specific resis-
tance. The development of this membrane is a step towards cost
reduction for an MDC system while maintaining better performance
than the commercial AEM.
Platinum (Pt) has been widely used in a research on BESs because of
a high catalytic activity where a stable cathode activity must be
achieved. However, large-scale Pt applications are not feasible because
of the high cost and negative impact on the environment (Kundu
et al., 2013). Most studies have focused more on the development of
cost-effective alternative materials, considering that the material cost
used in the lab is sufficiently high. As previously mentioned, nickel-,
stainless steel- or MoS2-based cathodes have shown a comparable or
better catalytic performance than that of a Pt-based cathode at a consid-
erably low cost (i.e. $ 370 m−2 for Ni and $ 57 m−2 for MoS2-coated
stainless steel (Selembo et al., 2009, 2010; Tokash and Logan, 2011). A
low cost and stablematerial should be developed, but it is compromised
with a high catalytic activity as a result of a high catalytic surface area,
which can be achieved through nanostructuring. In the same concern,
a biocathode has been considered as an attractive alternative to the pre-
cious metal cathode indebted by its simple preparation, relatively low
operating cost, the absence of metal catalysts or charge scavenger,
good stability and green strategy. However, the effectivity of a
biocathode at a large-scale operation remains unidentified. Therefore,
biofilms that aremore effective and have higher tolerance should be de-
veloped and investigated.
One of the main attractions of BESs is the energy recovery from
wastewater treatment, which is more appealing than conventional
treatments (Escapa et al., 2012; Gil-Carrera et al., 2013; Heidrich et al.,
2013). Cusick et al. (2010) estimated that the energy recovered in a
BES can reach $0.19 kg−1 COD at a fixed price of hydrogen ($6 kg−1).
However, the cost estimation is only based on the balance between
the energy input into the BES and hydrogen generation. Another benefit
of BES is the production of a low amount of biomass relative to aerobic
treatment (Logan, 2008; Wang and Ren, 2013). This privilege affords to
reduce the operation cost in BESs as the energy requirement for acti-
vated sludge normally accounts for 50% of operation cost (Ahn and
Logan, 2010), requiring ~0.6 kWh m−3, and half of which is mainly to
pump air for an aeration basin (McCarty et al., 2011). Indeed, this
Table 3
Summary of the prevailing challenges and potential mitigation strategies for scaling-up MDC.




• Lack of knowledge and understanding on how
to push from a prototype scale to a pilot scale
• Carry out critical analysis to recognise factors responsible for the failure or unsat-
isfactory output from the scaled-up reactor
• Activate more pilot-scale research
• Use actual wastewater and seawater
• Poor mass transfer and low power density • Use anode with a large surface area (e.g. carbon brush)
• Membrane deformation • Install a supporting structure
• High internal resistance • Optimise the distance between an anode and a cathode
• Optimise the number of membrane pairs if RED is used
• Incomplete COD removal and desalination • Assemble the identical MDC units or couple with existing technology
2) Low conductivity and unstable
electrode
• Poor electrocatalytic activity of carbon
electrode
• Develop 3D porous electrodes for anode materials
• Develop nanocatalyst-loaded 3D macroporous
• Low microbial attachment on the electrode • Modify a carbon electrode with aryl diazonium
• Passive redox kinetics of air cathode • Expose one side of air cathode to the atmosphere to capture an optimum oxygen level
• Electrodeposition of nanoparticles on a hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) catalyst
• Use activated carbon with a considerably high surface area
• Expensive platinum as a cathode • Substitute with stainless steel, nickel foam and MoS2
• Use a biocathode
3) Membrane biofouling • Lack of knowledge on the mechanism of mem-
brane biofouling and scaling
• Carefully observe the structure, composition and effect of fouling on the perfor-
mance of MDCs
• Membrane replacement incur an additional
cost
• Integrate the membrane with antifouling properties
• Employ a pressure-driven technique
• Apply overlimiting current (OC) or pulse electric field (PEF)
• Integrate a membrane with a feed spacer
4) Low actual wastewater
treatment and desalination
process
• The complex nature of the various source of
wastewater
• Exhibited a drop in water flux across the FO
membrane
• Link individual cells/reactor modules hydraulically in series or parallel
• Pretreat wastewater such as buffer addition, pH adjustments, conductivity
increment, carbon source addition, coagulation/flocculation and medium filtration
• Ineffective conventional pretreatment
technique
• Use advance microfiltration (MF), ultrafiltration (UF) or membrane-based
pretreatment
5) Negative net energy balance • Energy consumption exceeded the amount of
energy the system can generate
• Introduce a high feeding rate of saline water into the desalination chamber
• Empower MDCs with continuously applied voltage
• Exploit the stored energy from the abundant renewable energy for system operation
• Optimise the power requirement for recirculation pumps
• Emphasise on the self-energy sufficiency systems such as MREC
6) High capital cost • Expensive Nafion membrane • Replace Nafion with an Ultrex membrane or a Zirfon ion-permeable membrane
• Expensive Platinum as cathode • Substitute Pt with nickel-, stainless steel- or MoS2-based cathode as they have
shown a comparable or better catalytic performance than that Pt-based cathode
• Increase the surface-active area of the electrode through nanostructuring
• Use a biocathode
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estimation can reduce the energy requirement cost in BESs,
including MDCs.
A recent scale-up progress on MDC systems is one magnitude
smaller than that of anaerobic digesters and desalination plants, and
the precise estimation of the capital cost is impractical to be conducted
at this scale. This phenomenon is due to a significant difference inmate-
rial costs between high-quality materials for research use and low-cost
industrial products. However, future scale-up studies on MDCs should
focus and optimise the utilisation of cost-effective materials for reactor
designs, electrodes, membranes and electrical connectors. Additionally,
a future large-scale MDC studies should investigate the feasibility of a
biocathode versus a bioanode over wastewater treatment, desalination
and energy production. Above all, MDC technology can only become
economically favourable if the capital cost is traded-off by highly profit-
able products such as fuel or value-added chemical production. A
summarised discussion under this topic is provided in Table 3.
6. Integrating MDCs with existing water reclamation technologies
and future prospects
Nowadays, RO stands as a dominant option for harnessing freshwa-
ter from brackish water and seawater, where approximately 60% of
global desalination capacity is dominated by RO plants (Voith, 2010).
The rest of the water reclamation technologymainly goes to distillation
and electrodialysis technology. However, the downside of these tech-
nologies is energy intensive and hence costly. These technologies have
beenwell accepted due to an absolute demand for clean water and pro-
gressive research towards technological enhancement and gradual cost
reduction of RO technique. In the past, conventional RO was limited to
low- and medium-desalination capacity. However, in recent years, RO
technology has been applied to large desalination of brackish water. It
is mainly attributed to the decreased energy consumption of brackish
water and the continuous advancement of membrane technology. Sea-
water desalination using RO has also been exploited, but it has an ele-
vated cost. Attractively, issues can be potentially alleviated using MDC
technology as a pre-desalination system to reduce salinity before it
can be further desalinated with RO; thus, the energy consumed by the
RO device is decreased.
Certain MDC technologies, such as CMDCs and MRECs, offer desali-
nation with electricity or fuel generation (Chen et al., 2011; Kim and
Logan, 2011b; Tufa et al., 2016), which can be potentially harvested to
power a system's operation. Connecting multiple MDC units that form
an assembly system or coupling with other BES technologies can accel-
erate the use of MDC technologies into practical applications (Dong
et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2015; Zhang and He, 2012a,
b). A former approach is more practical to avoid complexity in terms
of operation andmaintenance whenMDC is integrated with an existing
RO infrastructure. Partial or almost complete desalination has been
achieved through an assembly system (Kim and Logan, 2011c; Qu
et al., 2013; Zuo et al., 2016a), minimising the energy requirement for
an RO operation and extending the RO membrane lifetime.
Combining MDCs with the existing wastewater treatment technol-
ogy such as anaerobic digester (AD) can pave the way for
industrialisation. In brief, AD is a series of processes of breaking down
biodegradablematerials bymicroorganismswithout thepresence of ox-
ygen. The process typically utilised for domestic or industrial purposes
to treat wastewater or to generate fuels (biogas). In 2016, 60.8 billion
m3 of biogas was produced in the world that contained the energy po-
tential of approximately 1.31 exajoule (EJ) (Association, 2018). How-
ever, achieving COD removal that meets the effluent quality standard
is a major hurdle in an AD process, especially the elimination of nutri-
ents, such as nitrogen and phosphorus. A nitrogen-rich waste cannot
be removed in AD process, given that no oxidising agents present in
AD. Nevertheless, oxidising agents such as oxygen, nitrate, nitrite and
sulfate should not be added due to an additional−330mV redox poten-
tial is required to maximise the AD performance (Zupančič and Grilc,
2012). Therefore, an AD system needs a supporting process to exten-
sively remove the effluent COD and nutrients (Deng et al., 2006,
2008), which increase operational and maintaining costs. Hence, the
proposal of integrating AD and MDC can extend the COD removal and
elimination of nitrogen-rich waste in a DA-MDC (Liu et al., 2019b,c) or
SMDDC and SMDARC (Zhang and Angelidaki, 2013, 2015b). Moreover,
channelling the sludge from an anaerobic digester into theMDC system
may potentially reduce sludge production via microbial oxidation in an
anode. Additionally, the start-up culture enrichment inMDCs can be po-
tentially shortened as it is supplied with an active microbe-containing
influent from an anaerobic digester.
The idea of integrating an MDC with RO is to exploit an existing
membrane-based RO facility if a pilot-scale MDC will be performed in
the future. Hence, no additional cost is needed to build a RO system. In
a conventional RO technology, the energy required to desalinate water
is proportional to the initial concentration of water salinity (RO influ-
ent). Coupling a MDC with RO can benefit 63–70% reduced salinity
from MDCs, which operate without power input (Jacobson et al.,
2011a; Mehanna et al., 2010b). Further processing the pre-desalinated
water (>50% desalinated water) into the RO system may prolong the
shelf life of the RO membrane, thereby lowering the capital cost for
membrane replacement. Despite the mentioned advantages, the maxi-
mum volumetric desalination rate should be considered in MDCs to
cater a large volume of freshwater that needs to be produced at a fast
rate in the RO process.
In this section, a proposed integrated system involves the initial an-
aerobic digestion of domestic or industrial wastewater to yield biogas.
The treated sludge-containing effluent from the anaerobic reactor is
channelled to the assembledMDCs to fuel the EAB in the system. Simul-
taneously, the desalination of seawater takes place in theMDC as a pre-
treatment prior to a complete desalination in the RO device. The
selected MDC systems, namely, CMDC, OsMDC, MREC and MEDCC, are
proposed to be integrated with the existing infrastructure of AD and
RO technologies, which are designed as AD-CMDC-RO, AD-OsMDC-RO,
AD-MREC-RO and AD-MEDCC-RO, respectively. Each MDC comprises
four identical hydraulically connected units. No single pilot study on
MDC has been reported, the present review is trying to determine the
applicability of these integrated systems based on their weighted
score on the installation cost, operating cost, energy requirement,main-
tenance cost, COD removal efficiency, desalination efficiency, energy
production efficiency and environmental impact (Fig. 12). The evalua-
tion is also supported by the pros and cons of eachMDC design, in addi-
tion to the reported performance of selected MDCs.
6.1. Prospect 1 (P1): AD-CMDC-RO
In Section 4, the CMDC in assembly orientation not only alleviates
the pH imbalance issue, which typically occurs in standalone CMDC, it
also increases the total NaCl removal from 76 ± 1% to 97 ± 1% when
the HRT is extended from 1 day to 2 days. This achievement deserves
the highest score for desalination efficiency (Table 4). Although the
Coulombic efficiency is significantly reduced (49 ± 4% to 35 ± 1%) as
a result of an increased HRT, the total COD removal is not significantly
changed (60 ± 2%, 2 days; 59 ± 2%, 1 day). If a similar performance
can be maintained at a larger scale, the integration of CMDCs with AD
and RO can be a promising prospect in the future.
The realisation of CMDC must consider the installation, operating
andmaintenance cost. The cost includes the construction of four identi-
cal cells, the installation of four pairs of AEMs and CEMs, a set of hydrau-
lic tubes connecting individual cells and tubes channelling effluent in
the integrated AD-CMDC-RO system, with the operation of three
pumping devices.
TheORR through an air cathodemechanism is applied on the basis of
a documented CMDC design, thereby eliminating the need for an addi-
tional energy for aeration. However, the downside of air cathode appli-
cation is its sluggish reaction (Al-Mamun et al., 2018), and ORR requires
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higher potential thanHER at pH 7. Therefore, the recovery of power out-
put from the air cathode-installed CMDC to self-power the systemmay
not be effective at a large scale. Even if excess energy such as renewable
energy is accessible to generate hydrogen through MEDC (A-type
CMDC), directly powering the pumps, which are used for CMDC and
RO devices, is more preferable.
A life cycle assessment study on MDCs has demonstrated that the
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) binder used for the manufacturing of
cell chambers and IEMs can contribute to significant environmental
impacts (Zhang et al., 2018).
6.2. Prospect 2 (P2): AD-OsMDC-RO
The prospect of AD-OsMDC-RO offers a lower installation cost than
the AD-CMDC-RO. The AEM is replaced by the FO membrane in
OsMDC, which is much cheaper than the CMDC; as such, the highest
score for installation cost is obtained. The operating cost, maintenance
cost and energy requirement for OsMDC may be equal in comparison
with CMDC. However, a slightly lower maintenance cost may be
imposed to OsMDC because of the fouling-tolerant properties of the
FO membrane (Ge and He, 2012). However, the extent is not yet
determined.
In terms of COD removal efficiency, OsMDC can achieve 92% in
21 days with a single cell (Ismail and Ibrahim, 2015). A complete COD
removal is deemed feasible in an assembled system of four OsMDC
units. Thus, AD-OsMDC-RO is credited with the highest point. OsMDC
has been proven for the treatment of high-salinity waters because of a
stronger water flux for a dilution effect (Zhang and He, 2012b). Al-
though the process is beneficial to the extraction of water from an
anode chamber and the decrease in conductivity, OsMDCs do not per-
form better in terms of salt removal than CMDCs (Zhang and He,
2012b). In this case, OsMDC only gained two points.
One main advantage of the FO membrane is the ability to increase
the current generation even under a fouling condition (Ismail and
Ibrahim (2015). The phenomenon is driven by the cake-enhanced con-
centration polarisation in a fouled membrane, which improves ion
transport, thus producing a higher electricity than that of prior fouling
(Ge and He, 2012). However, a single OsMDC only produces
48.52 mW m−2 (Ismail and Ibrahim, 2015), which is much smaller
than a single MREC unit can generate, that is, 800 mW m−2 (Kim and
Logan, 2011c). Therefore, AD-OsMDC-RO receives three points for en-
ergy production.
According to the life cycle assessment of MDC (Zhang et al., 2018),
the effect of OsMDC to the environment is supposed to be lesser
than CMDC systems because of the absence of AEMs; therefore, AD-
OsMDC-RO attains the highest score.
Table 4












Installation cost 10 5 9 1 3
Operating cost 5 6 6 1 4
Maintenance cost 5 5 6 1 3
Energy requirement 20 6 6 9 2
COD removal
efficiency
15 6 9 9 3
Desalination efficiency 15 9 2 7 7
Energy production 20 5 3 9 3
Environmental impact 10 6 9 4 4
Total 100 6.1 5.8 6.6 3.5
Fig. 12. Selection criteria for the potential prospect of MDCs.
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6.3. Prospect 3 (P3): AD-MREC-RO
Amongst MDCs, MRECs require the highest number of membrane
pairs (AEM|CEM) to create multiple narrow chambers for reverse elec-
trodialysis. Significantly high installation, operation and maintenance
cost are anticipated, so they deserve a lowest score. InMRECs, a high en-
ergy requirement for pumping is needed for wastewater influent, high
and low feed concentrations (LC and HC). Ideally, HC can also be the
feed solution for cathodes because of high conductivity; therefore, a sin-
gle pump can be used for dual purposes.
One main advantage of MREC is the ability to self-drive the system
because of the recovered energy of substrate oxidation by the EAB and
salinity-gradient power (seawater: freshwater, 50:1), which can con-
tribute to 0.2–0.3 and 0.5–0.6 V, respectively (Kim and Logan, 2011a).
For pilot testing, the proposed integration of the AD-MREC-RO system
is ideal to be located at the vicinity of freshwater as a low concentration
(LC) solution and seawater as the source of a high concentration (HC)
solution.
An early study onMREC has demonstrated that 4.3Wm−2 is gener-
ated, and 98% COD is removed when it is equipped with RED cells con-
taining fivemembrane pairs with a salinity ratio of 50 at 1.55mLmin−1
(Kim and Logan, 2011b). Surprisingly, the energy for pumping only ac-
counts for <2% of the generated power (Kim and Logan, 2011b). There-
fore, the highest score is credited to energy requirement, COD removal
and energy production efficiency if a similar performance can be pre-
served at a large scale.
The use of MREC for hydrogen production is attractive and econom-
ically benefits systems. The price of hydrogen as fuel is already compet-
itive with fossil-based fuels in niche applications ($ 3.7kg−1; Glenk and
Reichelstein, 2019). Hydrogen is one of the highest energy densities per
mass than that of fossil-based fuel, which can be harvested using a fuel
cell system. For example,MRECwith a hydrogenproduction of 27mLH2
production at 1.2m3H2m−3 d−1 is recoveredwith sufficiently five pairs
of membrane pairs (AEMs and CEMs) by relying on electron generation
from substrate oxidation and salinity-gradient potential (Luo et al.,
2013). However,without the integration ofmicrobial culture (electrodi-
alysismode), a RED cell requires 25membrane pairs to produce a power
density of 3 Wm−2 at a salinity ratio of 50 (Tufa et al., 2016). These re-
sults show that the application of MREC can surpass conventional elec-
trodialysis in producing energy at minimal membrane pairs; thus, the
cost is reduced.
Although the installation of additionalmembranes,which are higher
than CMDC, OsMDC and MEDCC can contribute to an increase in cost,
the continuous improvement in membrane advancement may gradu-
ally allow a trade-off between high capital cost and high energy recov-
ery efficiency in the future. A low-cost and high-quality membrane is
expected to be invented through technological advancement in the
near future. Valuable fuel or energy production without energy input
is more economically favourable.
Like CMDC, MREC may implicate a more significant environmental
impact because of the number of membrane pairs used. However,
when MREC is integrated into the existing RO plant, it can reduce the
energy consumption of RO operation and be operated by recycling the
wasted brine from the RO plant process as a concentrate and
wastewater effluent as a diluate in the RED stack cell. This alternative
may alleviate the environmental problem faced by the RO desalination
industry.
6.4. Prospect 4 (P4): AD-MEDCC-RO
With the additional chamber and membrane for acid production, an
increase in installation, operation and maintenance cost is foreseen,
which may be comparable with MREC. A lab-scale investigation has
demonstrated that an additional number of a membrane with
optimised orientation is still needed to improve desalination and chem-
ical production (Chen et al., 2012b; Liu et al., 2015; Luo et al., 2017).
An external energy is required to enhance ion removal in saline so-
lution, substrate oxidation and ORR (Chen et al., 2012a,b; Liu et al.,
2015; Luo et al., 2017). In an MEDCC system, the problem of large pH
changes in anolytes can be alleviated by the presence of an acidic cham-
ber, which permits the transport of H+ and OH− across a bipolar mem-
brane and a CEM. However, the pH of catholytes becomes highly basic
and creates an imbalance pH between an anode and a cathode. Theoret-
ically, pH increases as the overpotential increases, i.e. 0.059 V/pH. Alter-
natively, the produced acidic solution in an acid production chamber
can be directly channelled into catholytes to decrease pH, but the
pumping requirement is compromised.
Even if the produced chemical can be enhanced andmarketable, the
revenue should be correlatedwith the amount of energy needed to pro-
duce the chemical, typically by targeting a maximum positive energy
balance. The reported performance of chemical production from
MEDCCs is still in the millimolar scale (Chen et al., 2012b; Liu et al.,
2015; Luo et al., 2017); thus, further research is required. Considering
the requirement of a large power input (i.e. 1.0–1.3 V (Chen et al.,
2012b)) into four units of a MEDCC, its integration with AD-RO may
not be sustainable because of the escalated operating cost and energy
requirement to run the system. Moreover, the produced chemical
needs additional step for purification, given that the actual wastewater
and seawater contain complex ionic compounds, which may diffuse or
cross over the membrane.
For CMDCs andMRECs, an additional chamber and a membrane can
further affect the environment via chemical pollution.MEDCCswith ad-
ditionalmembrane pairs (e.g. consecutive order of BPM-AEM-CEM) can
have a commensurate environmental impact similar to that of MREC.
6.5. Outlook of the proposed integrated system
Table 4 shows that AD-MREC-RO is merited with the highest score.
The proposed integrated system consists of four identical units of
MREC, which is hydraulically connected. Each unit is installed with six
AEMs and five CEMs in the RED stacked cell. The membranes are ar-
ranged consecutively to create five chambers for seawater (HC: high
concentration) and five chambers for river water (LC: low concentra-
tion) (Fig. 13). The reactors are electrically and hydraulically connected
in series. The large current production, which typically occurs in a large
scale, can be prevented by connecting the reactor in series; hence, they
can reduce the circulating current (Escapa et al., 2016). Seawater is used
as a catholyte, which is pumped into a cathode chamber and flow
through each HC cell in the RED stack cell. Simultaneously, river water
is channelled into LC cells in the opposite direction against the seawater
flow. During operation, seawater and river water flow continuously
(Fig. 13). The ideal location for the selected prospect (AD-MREC-RO) is
near the abundant source of seawater and river/brackish water
(Fig. 14).
Fig. 14 illustrates the proposed integrated system of AD-MREC-RO
involving a conventional AD and RO plants. The AD receives domestic
wastewater from a residential area (line a, object 1). Under the self-
poweredmode, theMREC systemmustfirst be acclimatisedwith poten-
tial EAB in each anode chamber by receiving the effluent from AD (line
b, object 2) and flow through the anode of subsequent reactors under
active anaerobic fermentation before it ends up into seawater (line c).
Four MREC cells are expected to provide effluent quality that meets
the standard requirement for emission (Kim and Logan (2011c). The
cathode chamber is pumped with seawater and allows to flow through
the HC chamber of the first and subsequent RED stacked cell in the next
reactors (line d, object 2) before it flows back into seawater (line e).
River water is pumped into and flows through the LC chamber in the
first and subsequent RED stacked cells in the next reactor (line f, object
2). Both water sources flow simultaneously and continuously in the op-
posite direction to create salinity-gradient power. Finally, the diluate ef-
fluent (LC), which contains less salt from the last reactor, is channelled
into the RO plant for further desalination (line g, object 3).
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The desalinatedwater from theRO facility is distributed to a residen-
tial area (line h, object 8). One big advantage having RO connectedwith
an MREC system is the possibility of pairing a desalination waste brine
as HC (line i) and wastewater effluent as LC into the RED feed stream
(line j) (Mei and Tang, 2018). Such a loop system may alleviate
the issue on the absence of nearby river water and environmental
issue related to waste brine disposal management from a desalination
plant.
The biogas production of methane from AD can be stored in a gas
holder (line k, object 4) during low demand and converted to electrical
energy by using the existing combined heat and power unit (line l, ob-
ject 5). The stored energy can be controlled and distributed by electrical
microgrids (EMs) (line m, object 6) to power up the water pump and
other electrical appliances in AD-MREC-RO plant facilities (line n) or di-
rected to the residential area via a power grid (lines o&p, object 7& 8).
EMs can assist the integration of renewable energy sources and turn any
Fig. 14. Schematic illustration of the proposed integrated AD-MREC-RO system. Each numbered object represent; 1) anearobic digester, 2) stacked MREC, 3) RO plant, 4) gas holder,
5) combine heat and power unit, 6) electrical microgrid, 7) power grid, 8) residential area.
Fig. 13. The proposed MREC stacked system.
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conventional power system into more controllable, cost-effective and
flexible systems (Zhou et al., 2014).
If hydrogen should be produced through salinity gradient power in
MREC, the system can be rewarded with a positive energy balance
mainly because of the ability of a self-powering system, a high energy
density per mass of hydrogen and the marketability of hydrogen as
fuel. However, to reuse the hydrogen to self-power the MREC system
is uneconomical because the supplementary device of a proton ex-
change membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) requires a significant additional
capital cost. The analogy is equally applicable if a renewable energy-
producing device such as a solar panel or a wind turbine is to be
installed nearby to power the proposed integrated plant.
7. Concluding remarks and recommendations for future studies
In the present review, the evolution of MDC designs aims to address
the issues related to technical challenges and unsatisfactory perfor-
mance that emerges from conventional standalone MDC systems. The
emergence of advanced MDC designs also aims to accommodate multi-
purpose reactions involving value-added chemical production, biosens-
ing and environmental remediation, in addition to wastewater
treatment, desalination and energy production.
However, the multiple functions of a single MDC unit is inadequate
to completely remove COD and salinity in its effluent stream. As such,
the recent research trend is geared towards the formation of assemblies
with identical MDC units or the coupling with other BESs. Studies have
indicated that an almost complete COD removal (>85%) and desalina-
tion (>95%) have been achieved (Kim and Logan, 2011a; Qu et al.,
2013; Yuan et al., 2015; Zhang and He, 2013). However, they have not
been tested with actual wastewater and seawater.
Efforts devoted to scaling up MDC systems have achieved a
stepwise-increment strategy from a millilitre up to a hundred-litre op-
erating volume, highlighting that each stage has its own complexity
and hurdles. The largest scale ever attempted comprises 30 units of
UMDCs with a total working volume of 105 L and exhibits a highly
non-uniform performance from each unit. Imbalance and poor perfor-
mance are observed whenMDCs are operated with synthetic wastewa-
ter and saline water. These conditions may exacerbate if actual
wastewater and seawater are used. Hence, further in-depth large-
scale mitigation measures utilising real wastewater and seawater are
critically needed.
Before MDC technologies can be brought out of the laboratory, the
prevailing challenges related to scaling up should be addressed thor-
oughly. While encountering the physicochemical and performance is-
sues that arise from a large-scale MDC system, the cost estimation of
building up a large cell or a reactor should not be neglected. A large cap-
ital investment is inevitable during the research and development of a
high-performance MDC system. The maximum performance can be
achieved by using a post-effective strategy by providing alternativema-
terial choices, construction costs and energy requirements.
Amongst MDC variabilities, we believe that theMREC, an integrated
system betweenMREC and an existingwastewater treatment and desa-
lination method, is likely a candidate for large-scale and pilot testing. A
detailed and supportive approach to simulate the dynamic behaviour of
MREC at a large scale through mathematical modelling should be con-
ducted. In addition, system costs should be estimated in terms of eco-
nomic, technical and ecological impacts by using software tools such
as RESYSpro and IPSEpro, which are proficient in carrying out economic,
technical and ecological analysis (Karagiannis and Soldatos, 2008).
The current status of large-scale MDC systems has indicated that the
number of up-scaling studies is inadequate comparedwith that onMFC
and MEC systems. Consequently, insufficient information is provided,
delaying its practicality to satisfy the increasing needs of humans.
Guided by the established and continuous progress of the up-scaling ef-
fort of other BESs (i.e. MFC and MEC systems), the present review lays
out several recommendations for future up-scaling studies. With
respect to technological challenges and techno-economic consider-
ations, the following recommendations should be considered:
• The flat plate reactor should progress alongside tubular reactors de-
sign during the scaling-up effort to ensure adequate knowledge on
the challenges and potential mitigation strategies of each design in
the literature.
• If an anode is made of brush, the diameter, brush length, number of
brushes, electrode orientation and spacing should be optimised to re-
duce internal resistance, thus increasing power generation.
• A conductive granular material should be used to reduce internal re-
sistance, which is not promoted by nonconductive granular.
• Factors (e.g. the structural and supporting materials of a reactor) af-
fecting the mass and charge transfer from electrolytes to electrodes
and vice versa should be identified.
• The fabrication of conductive membranes should be enhanced
through feed spacer optimisation to achieve industrial-scale mem-
brane cleaning by using a PEF technique with minimal power
utilisation.
• Future up-scaling studies should be operated with actual wastewater
and seawater to expedite the practicality of the MDC technology.
• Wastewater and seawater influent having different natures should be
preliminarily characterised to identify the compatibility of influents
with operating MDC systems.
• MDCoperations should be extended (>1 year) to assess the durability
and performance of systems and other important measures, such as
operation and maintenance costs, which are parts of the capital cost
of a large-scale operation.
• The development of a large-scaleMDC reactor should be coupledwith
an RO device of the same scale to assess the feasibility of using them
with existing plants.
• Above all, if a high-efficiency wastewater treatment, a high desalina-
tion rate and a high energy production are the goals, the capital cost
of operating MDC systems must be comparable with current waste-
to-energy and water reclamation technologies. This aim can be
achieved through critical techno-economic considerations.
List of abbreviations
ACC activated carbon cloth
AD anaerobic digester
AEM anion exchange membrane
AMNRC advanced microbial nutrient recovery cell
AFMBR anaerobic fluidized bed membrane bioreactor





CEM cation exchange membrane
CMDC conventional microbial desalination cell
COD chemical oxygen demand
DA-MDC dual anode microbial desalination cell




HER hydrogen evolution reaction
HFM hollow fibre membrane
HFM-MDC
hollow fibre membrane-microbial desalination cell
HRT hydraulic retention time
IEM ion exchange membrane
IER ion exchange resin
LC low concentration
LCA life cycle assessment
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MBR membrane bioreactor
MDCs microbial desalination cells
MCDC microbial capacitive deionisation cell
MEC microbial electrosynthesis cell
MEDC microbial electrodialysis cell
MEDCC microbial electrodialysis and chemical production cell
MF microfiltration
MRECC microbial reverse electrodialysis and chemical production cell
MS-MDC multi stage-microbial desalination cell
OC over limiting current
ORR Oxygen reduction reaction
PBA photobioanode
PEF pulse electric field
PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell
PhMDC photosynthetic microbial desalination cell




RMDC recirculation microbial desalination cell
RO reverse osmosis
SMDC stacked microbial desalination cell
SubMDC submersible MDC
SMDARC submerged microbial desalination-ammonia recovery cell
SMDDC submerged microbial desalination-denitrification cell
SWRO seawater reverse osmosis
TDS total dissolve solid
TTMDC two tubular chamber MDC
UF ultrafiltration
UMDC up-flow microbial desalination cell
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Expertise in sustainable development, particularly in the following areas: environmental services, ecology
and biogeochemistry of ecosystems and agroecosystems; Bioenergy; Biofuels; Biochar; Remote sensing;
Electron microscopy; Applied to nanotechnology, electronics and automation; Climate change adaptation;
Mitigation of greenhouse gases emissions
Rafael Bergillos, PhD
University of Cordoba, Cordoba, Spain
Coastal Engineering, Beach Morphodynamics, Coastal Flooding, Ocean Energy, River Deltas, Fluvial
Processes, Fluvial Hydraulics, Management Strategies, Climate Change, Sustainable Development
Harald Biester
Braunschweig University of Technology, Braunschweig, Germany
Biogeochemical cycling of mercury and trace elements; Biogeochemistry of peatlands
Lubertus Bijlsma, PhD
University Jaume I, Research Institute for Pesticides and Water, Castillon, Spain
Liquid Chromatography Mass Spectrometry; Ion mobility; Water quality; Contaminants of emerging
concern; Wastewater-based epidemiology.
Jayanta Kumar Biswas
University of Kalyani, Kalyani, India
Water and soil contamination,  Remediation of contaminants,  Ecotoxicology of metal(loid)s and emerging
contaminants,  Bioremediation,  Environmental microbiology,  Ecological engineering,  Ecotechnology, 
Nanobiotechnology,  Wastewater treatment and resource recovery
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Paul Bradley
US Geological Survey South Atlantic Water Science Center, Columbia, South Carolina, United States
Drinking Water Exposure; Water Quality; Environmental and Public Health; Contaminants of emerging
concern; Pharmaceuticals; Water Reuse; Remediation; Environmental microbiology; Urban and Aquatic
Ecology
Satinder Brar Kaur, Ph.D.
INRS – Research Centre on Water Earth and the Environment, Quebec, Quebec, Canada
Wastewater; Wastewater sludge; Treatment; Emerging contaminants; Antibiotics; Fermentation; Value-
added bioproducts, such as enzymes, organic acids, platform chemicals, biocontrol agents, biopesticides,
butanol and biohydrogen
Bryan W. Brooks, PhD
Baylor University Department of Environmental Science, Waco, Texas, United States
Water Quality, Environmental and Aquatic Eco- Toxicology, Risk and Hazard Assessment, Comparative
Pharmacology and Toxicology, Environmental Public Health, Harmful Algal Blooms, Green and Sustainable
Chemistry, Urban and Aquatic Ecology, Water Reuse.
Giorgio Buonanno
University of Cassino and Southern Lazio, Cassino, Italy
10.020: Air pollution; 10.030: Air quality; 10.040: Indoor air pollution; 70.040: Clean technologies; 80.050:
Incineration
Joanna Burger
Rutgers University Division of Life Sciences, Piscataway, New Jersey, United States
Eco-toxicology; Behaviour; Monitoring and assessment; Birds and reptiles
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Glòria Caminal Saperas
Institute of Advanced Chemistry of Catalonia, Barcelona, Spain
Biochemical engineering; Environmental engineering ( focused on biodegradation of pollutants by
microorganisms or enzymes); Bioreactors; Immobilization; Kinetics
Art Chappelka
Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama, United States
Air pollution and global climate effects to terrestrial ecosystems; Native plant community responses (shifts
in diversity) to air pollutants and global climate change; Plant-stress-air pollution/global climate change
interactions; Urban ecology and ecosystem services
Da Chen
Jinan University, Guangzhou, China
Environmental chemistry; Analytical chemistry; Ecotoxicology; Persistent organic pollutants; Flame
retardants; Pesticides; Mass spectrometry; Gas/liquid chormatography.
Wei Chen
Nankai University College of Environmental Science and Engineering, Jinnan District, Tianjin, China
Nanoparticles; Nanomaterials; Adsorption; Reactivity; Transport; Remediation; Groundwater; Soil; Organic
contaminants
Xueming Chen, PhD
Fuzhou University, Fuzhou, China
Mathematical modeling, wastewater treatment, greenhouse gas, membrane-based biofilm technology,
biological nitrogen removal
Chin K. Cheng, PhD
Khalifa University of Science and Technology, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
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Wastewater treatment, sustainable development, clean energy, carbon footprint, water footprint, biofuel,
waste-to-wealth, bio-hydrogen, green chemistry
Joaquín Cochero
National Scientific and Technical Research Council, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Biofilm; Stream ecology; Biomonitoring; Urban streams; Citizen science
Xinyi (Lizzy) Cui, PhD
Nanjing University, Nanjing, China
Fate, transport, and ecotoxicology of legacy and emerging organic contaminants in soil, sediment, and
indoor environment, especially the bioavailability study
Guido Del Moro
Water Research Institute National Research Council Bari Branch, Bari, Italy
novel processes for wastewater treatment, aerobic granular biomass technologies, integration of chemical
oxidation and biological processes for industrial wastewater, advanced oxidation processes, electro-
degradation processes, wastewater treatment modelling
Andrea Di Guardo, Ph.D
Environmental informatics, Milano, Italy
environmental fate of pesticides, landscape impact assessment, risk assessment of veterinary
pharmaceuticals; environmental decision support systems, air pollution, environmental modelling, software
engineering for the environment
José L. Domingo
Rovira and Virgili University School of Medicine Laboratory of Toxicology and Environmental Health, Reus,
Spain
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Environmental health,  Risk assessment,  Persistent organic pollutants,  Metals,  Food contaminants, 
Toxicology
Judith Z. Drexler, PhD
US Geological Survey California Water Science Center, Sacramento, California, United States
Carbon accumulation in wetlands,  Impacts of climate change on coastal ecosystems,  Invasive plants as
ecosystem engineers,  Peat soils as archives of environmental change,  Wetland restoration
Ali Ercan
University of California Davis, Davis, California, United States of America
Physically-based hydrologic and hydraulic modeling, river basin management, environmental hydrology and
hydraulics, modeling impacts of changing climate, stochastic flow and transport processes, scaling, time
series modeling, flood forecasting.
Ronald C. Estoque, PhD
National Institute for Environmental Studies Center for Social and Environmental Systems Research, Ibaraki,
Japan
GIScience and Remote Sensing, Land Change Science, Urban/Landscape Ecology, Sustainability Science,
Climate Change Vulnerability/Risk/Adaptation
Zhaozhong Feng
Nanjing University of Information Science and Technology School of Applied Meteorology, Nanjing, China
Air pollutant,  BVOCs,  Crop growth,  Forest health,  N deposition,  N use and allocation,  Ozone pollution, 
Photosynthesis and C cycle,  Water use efficiency,  Urban environment and forestry
Jose Angel Fernández
University of Santiago de Compostela, Santiago de Compostela, Spain
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Air pollution;Air quality; Water pollution; Rivers; Ecological effects; Bioavailability; Bioindicators; Aquatic
toxicology; Heavy metals; Biomagnification; Bioaccumulation; Surveys; Moss; Biomonitoring; Western
Europe
Bo Gao
China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower Research, Beijing, China
Geochemistry of trace metals in environment; Water and sediment transport; Large-scale watershed
management
Alejandro García-Gil
Geological and Mining Institute of Spain Geological Risks Processes and and Global Change, Zaragoza,
Spain
Urban hydrogeology; Groundwater quality; Shallow geothermal exploitation impacts on water resources;
Groundwater management; hydrogeochemistry; River-groundwater interaction; Groundwater flow and
reactive transport numerical modelling; Groundwater microbiology; Enmerging organic contaminants
Ruben Aldaco Garcia, PhD
University of Cantabria, Santander, Spain
Life Cycle Assessment; Circular Economy; Water-Energy-Food Nexus; Bioecomy; Industrial Ecology.
Jorge Gardea-Torresdey
The University of Texas at El Paso, El Paso, Texas, United States
Applications of spectroscopy techniques in environmental chemistry; Phytoremediation; Novel methods for
the bioproduction of nanoparticles; Development of analytical methods to detect nanomaterials; Study of
the fate of nanoparticles in the environment; Applications of nanotechnology to clean water
Leobardo Manuel Gómez Oliván
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Autonomous University of Mexico State, Toluca, Mexico
Aquatic toxicology,  Fish toxicity,  Emerging contaminants,  Metals,  Genotoxicity,  Citotoxicity, 
Embryotoxicity,  Teratogenesis,  Oxidative stress,  Biomarkers
Daren Gooddy, PhD, CSci, CChem, MRSC
British Geological Survey - Wallingford Office, Wallingford, United Kingdom
Groundwater, Biogeochemical cycles, Residence time indicators
Andrew Gray
University of California Riverside, Riverside, California, United States
Sediment transport,  Hydrology,  Water quality,  Plastic pollution,  Watershed sediment dynamics, 
Sedimentology,  Paleoenvironmental analysis
John Gulliver
University of Leicester, Leicester, United Kingdom
Noise and air pollution exposure assessment; Air pollution monitoring; Dispersion modelling; Land use
regression modelling; Geographical information systems; Geo-statistical techniques (Kriging etc.); Spatial
analysis of environmental and health data; Geographical studies of environment and health; Health risk
assessments
Ying Guo
New York State Department of Health, Albany, New York, United States
My research interests: (1) biomonitoring organic chemicals in human body, such as phthalates, PAHs,
organophosphate pesticide and environmental phenols; (2) monitoring organic pollutants in environment,
e.g., persistent organic pollutants; (3) Analytical method development for novel organic contaminants in
various environmental matrix. Recently, I am working on Exposome to women with fertility problems.
Gary Hardiman
Queen's University Belfast, Belfast, United Kingdom
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Computational biology,  Epigenetics,  Endocrine disruption,  Systems biology,  Biomarkers of exposure and
human health risk assessment,  Diagnostic tool development
Neil S. Harris
University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Expertise: cadmium, micronutrients, membrane transporters, trace metal uptake and translocation in plants
Tham Hoang
Loyola University Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, United States
Metal bioavailability and toxicity, Mixture toxicity, Pesticide toxicity, Microcosm studies, Water quality and
pollution; Aquatic toxicology, Bioaccumulation of pollutants, Ecological risk assessment, Microplastics and
environmental effects
Gerard Hoek
Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands
Exposure assessment; Air pollution modelling; Environmental epidemiology
Patricia A. Holden
University of California Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California, United States
Water quality; Environmental microbiology; Fecal pollution, Biodegradation and bioremediation; Soil
pollution and soil processes; Nanomaterials; Wastewater treatment; Biogeochemistry; Emerging
contaminants; Hydrocarbons; Metals
Peter Hooda
Kingston University, Kingston Upon Thames, United Kingdom
Soil Science, Soil use and management, soil fertility, soil organic carbon management, soil contamination &
remediation, degraded land restoration
Kiril Hristovski, Ph.D.
Arizona State University - Polytechnic Campus, Mesa, Arizona, United States
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Nanomaterials, Water/Wastewater Quality and Treatment, Solid and Hazardous Waste, Developing
Countries, Sensor Technologies, Emergency Management
Hafiz M. N. Iqbal, PhD
Technological and Higher Education Institute of Monterrey, School of Engineering and Sciences, Monterrey,
Mexico
Environmental Engineering,  Bioengineering,  Biomedical Engineering,  Bioremediation,  Emerging
contaminants,  Wastewater treatment,  Biomaterials,  Bio-catalysis,  Enzymes,  Enzyme-based pollutant
degradation,  Immobilization,  Toxic heavy elements,  Liquid and solid waste management,  Valorization of
agro-industrial wastes and by-products
Darrel Jenerette
University of California Riverside, Riverside, California, United States
Land use/ land cover,  Carbon and nitrogen cycling,  Ecohydrology,  Drylands,  Urbanization,  Spatial
analysis,  Remote sensing
Rong Ji
Nanjing University, Nanjing, China
Organics; Terrestrial; Biodegradation; Environmental process; Radiotracer
Sunny Jiang, Ph.D.
University of California Irvine, Irvine, California, United States
Environmental Microbiology, Environmental Engineering, Water Treatment, Environmental Technology,
Microbial Risk Assessment
Wei Jiang
Shandong University Environment Research Institute, Qingdao, China
Environmental risk of nanomaterials; Nano-bio interaction; Cell membrane damage; Cytotoxicity;
Nanoparticle transport
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Weiying Jiang
California Environmental Protection Agency, Sacramento, California, United States
Organics; Pesticides; Dust; Analytics
Begoña Jiménez, PhD
Spanish Scientific Research Council, Madrid, Spain
Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs),  Dioxins,  PCBs,  Fate of POPs,  Contaminants of emerging concern, 
Organic pollutants in aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems,  Bioindicators,  Marine mammals,  Air Pollution, 
Environmental chemistry,  Monitoring
Sarah Jovan
USDA Forest Service Pacific Northwest Region, Portland, Oregon, United States
My greatest expertise is in using lichen community composition for monitoring and quantifying nitrogen
pollutants. But I also work with lichen/moss tissue assays (for N, S, metals, PAHs), landscape-scale
community-based gradient modeling more generally, and biomass modeling for ground-dwelling non-
vascular communities in boreal and tundra systems.
Anna Jurado
TU Dresden, Dresden, Germany
Aquifer recharge quantification,  Emerging organic contaminants,  Greenhouse gases,  Groundwater
quality,  Groundwater management,  Urban groundwater,  River-groundwater interaction,  Managed aquifer
recharge,  Numerical modelling,  Quantitative hydrogeology
Athanasios Katsogiannis
European Commission Joint Research Centre Ispra Sector, Ispra, Italy
Development and optimisation of analytical chemistry techniques and sampling methodologies to the
source understanding; Occurrence and fate of organic contaminants in all environmental compartments,
including indoor air, atmospheric air, soil, water and/or wastewater
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Nerantzis Kazakis, PhD
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece
Groundwater modelling,  Groundwater vulnerability,  Hydrogeochemistry,  Hydrogeophysics,  Isotope
hydrology,  Water resources management,  Floods,  Climate change impacts on water resources,  Managed
Aquifer Recharge
M.B. Kirkham
Kansas State University Department of Agronomy, Manhattan, Kansas, United States
Soil-plant-water relations,  Drought stress,  Elevated carbon dioxide,  Uptake of heavy metals by plants
Charles Knapp
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom
Microbial ecology; Bacteria; Microorganisms; Wastewater; Surface water; Nutrients; Eutrophication;
Antibiotic resistance; Antimicrobial resistance; Molecular ecology
Dana Kolpin
US Geological Survey Central Midwest Water Science Center, Iowa City, Iowa, United States
Endocrine disruptors; Pharmaceutical residues; Non-point; Pollution transport; Chemical transport
Manish Kumar, PhD
Indian Institute of Technology Gandhinagar, Ahmedabad, India
Contaminant Transport and Remediation, Hydrogeochemical Processes, Geogenic and Emerging Pollution,
Heavy Metal Speciation and Toxicity, Wastewater Surveillance of COVID-19, Antimicrobial Resistance,
Groundwater, Isotope Fingerprinting, Submarine Groundwater Discharge, Arsenic, Soil and Sediment
Pollution, Wastewater Treatment Systems.
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Prashant Kumar
University of Surrey, Guildford, United Kingdom
Air quality and health; Airborne ultrafine and nanoparticles; Exposure assessment; Low-cost pollution
sensing; Exhaust and non-exhaust emissions; Air pollution control; Grey-grey infrastructure interactions;
Indoor air quality; Dispersion modelling; Urban nexus; Future cities/megacities
Keisuke Kuroda
Toyama Prefectural University, Imizu, Japan
Subsurface geochemistry and mitigation technologies of contaminants of emerging concern (CECs)
James Lam
The Education University of Hong Kong Department of Science and Environmental Studies, Hong Kong,
Hong Kong
POPs,  Emerging contaminants,  Risk assessment
Jae-Seong Lee, PhD
Sungkyunkwan University College of Natural Science, Suwon, Korea, Republic of
Molecular ecotoxicology, comparative genomics, rotifers, copepods, killifish, oxidative stress, mechanistic
toxicity, lipid metabolism, microplastics, emerging chemicals, ocean acidification
Guoyong Leng, PhD
University of Oxford Environmental Change Institute, Oxford, United Kingdom
Crop Modeling, Global Food Security, Water-Food Nexus, Climate Change, Hydrometeorology, Droughts,
Land Surface Modeling
Juying Li
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Shenzhen University, Shenzhen, China
Organics; Bioavailability; Isotopes; Analysis; Degradation; Soil-plant system; Transformation; Toxicity
Shibin Li
Syngenta Crop Protection LLC, Greensboro, North Carolina, United States
Environmental toxicology,  Regulatory toxicology,  Ecotoxicology,  Exposure science,  Risk assessment, 
Product safety
Xiangkai Li
Lanzhou University School Of Life Sciences, Lanzhou, China
Microbial heavy metal remediation, Heavy metal remediation genes, Synthetic biology for environment,
Waste water treatment, Bio-energy. 
Zhao-Jun Li, PhD
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences Institute of Agricultural Resources and Regional Planning, Beijing,
China
Antibiotics and related resistance genes in manure or environments,  emerging contaminants,  Heavy metal
contamination,  reuse of agricultural wastes.
Daohui Lin
Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China
Nanomaterials; Ecotoxicity; Nanotoxicity; Bioavailability; Colloidal behavior; Sorption
Kunde Lin
Xiamen University, Xiamen, China
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Organic contaminants; Active sampler
Xiaobo Liu, PhD
Guangdong Technion-Israel Institute of Technology, , China
Applied Environmental Microbiology, Microbial Biofilms, Biodeterioration and Biocorrosion,
Geomicrobiology of Cultural Heritage, Biofouling Control, Antimicrobial Biomaterials, Archaeal Cultivation,
Extracellular Electron Transfer
Yangxian Liu, PhD
Jiangsu University, School of Energy and Power Engineering, Jiangsu, China
Air pollutant control, Gaseous pollutants removal (e.g., SO2, NOx, Hg0, CO2, H2S, etc.) by oxidation,
adsorption and/or catalysis, Advanced oxidation technology for removal of gaseous pollutants
Manuel Esteban Lucas-Borja, PhD
University of Castilla-La Mancha, Ciudad Real, Spain
Forest Hydrology, Soil erosion, Forest fires, Forest Management, Mediterranean forest
Ralf Ludwig
Ludwig Maximilians University Munich, Munich, Germany
Hydrology; Water resources management; Climate change; Land use change; Extreme events; Modeling;
Remote sensing
AMITAVA MUKHERJEE, PhD, FRSC, FRSB
VIT University, Vellore, India
Green nanomaterials, Emerging Pollutants, Heavy metals, Water Treatment, Delivery Systems, Nano-
ecotoxicology, Nanobiosensors, Nanocomposites, Bioremediation, Fate and transprt of Nanomaterials,
Nanofertilzers
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Rasha Maal-Bared, PhD
EPCOR, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Expertise - Drinking water, wastewater, treatment processes, biosolids, biofilms, risk assessment,
environmental persistence and control, engineered and plumbing systems, disinfection, public and
occupational health
Sheila Macfie
Western University, London, Ontario, Canada
Metal toxicity in plants; Metal localization in plants; Rhizosphere chemistry
Konstantinos Makris
Cyprus University of Technology, Lemesos, Cyprus
Human exposome, environmental health, non-pharmacological trials, metabolomics
Sonia Manzo
ENEA Centro Ricerche Portici, Portici, Italy
Ecotoxicology,  Nanomaterials,  Aquatic environment,  Seawater,  Microalgae,  Seaurchin,  Risk assessment
Adriaan Albert Markus
Deltares, Delft, Netherlands
Water quality modelling; Numerical modelling and programming in various languages (notably Fortran, in
relation to numerical modelling); Transport and fate of nanoparticles and microplastics in the aquatic
environment
Antonio Martínez Cortizas, PhD
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University of Santiago de Compostela, Faculty of Biology, Department of Edaphology and Agricultural
Chemistry, Santiago de Compostela, Spain
Continental sediments and soils (lake sediments, peat, colluvium, soil) and marine sediments, mainly
focused in the field of environmental geochemistry, dedicated to the understanding of the cycles of the
elements, ecosystem process and Quaternary environmental changes.
Ioannis Matiatos
International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria
Isotope hydrology; Water resources management; Hydrogeochemistry; Groundwater modeling; Applied
statistical modeling; Climate change impact; Environmental monitoring; Water quality
Janine McCartney, Ph.D, CSP, CHST, CSI(ML), MBA
HHC Services Inc, Lester, Pennsylvania, United States
Chemical Exposures, Toxic tort, Biomarkers, Industrial Hygiene, Employee chemical exposures and
community chemical exposures, Safety Engineering, Arc Flash Analyses and Accidents, Electrical Safety,
Falls, Equipment & Machinery, Human Factors, Accident Investigation/ Reconstruction, OSHA, Guarding,
Construction, Industrial & Premises Accidents, Oil & Gas Extraction, Pipeline Safety and Refinery Safety,
Lead and Electrocution
Thomas Meinelt
Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and Inland Fisheries in the Forschungsverbund Berlin eV, Berlin,
Germany
Alternative treatments in aquaculture; Impact (and interaction) of humic substances on environment and
animals.
Derek Muir
Environment and Climate Change Canada, Aquatic Contaminants Research Division, Burlington, Ontario,
Canada
Environmental chemistry; Biogeochemistry; Bioaccumulation; Persistent organic pollutants; Chemicals of
emerging concern; Chemical inventories; Mercury; Polycyclic aromatic compounds; Arctic; Marine
mammals; Fish
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Govarthanan M Muthusamy, PhD
Kyungpook National University, Department of Environmental Engineering, Daegu, Korea, Republic of
Bioremediation and eco-toxicology of toxic heavy metal(loid)s, eco-technological remediation of toxic soil
pollutants, environmental microbiology, plant-metal-microbe interactions, nano-
biotechnology, nanoparticles synthesis and their applications, microbial community analysis, production of
microbial metabolic products and its environmental application, and microplastics.
Vincenzo Naddeo, PhD
University of Salerno Department of Civil Engineering Sanitary Environmental Engineering Division (SEED),
Fisciano, Italy
Contaminants of emerging concern, Electrochemical process, Membrane Bioreactors (MBRs), Sustainable
Desalination, Water-Energy-Nexus,  , 
Jacek Namieśnik
University of Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland
Environmental analytics and monitoring; Food analysis; QA/QC systems; Green analytical chemistry;
Envirometrics
Howard S. Neufeld
Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, United States of America
The effects of ozone on plants; The role of anthocyanins in vegetative tissues in plants; Climate change
impacts on plants in the southern Appalachian mountains; Measuring plant gas exchange and plant water
relations, using the Li-Cor 6400 and 6800 gas exchange systems, a Sperry hydraulic conductivity apparatus
and Scholander pressure chamber, as well as a variety of other instrumentation (including leaf fluorescence
meter) to monitor plant responses to environmental stresses
Hai Tran Nguyen
DuyTan University Institute of Fundamental Science and Application, Da Nang, Viet Nam
Adsorption,  nanomaterial,  water treatment,  water pollution,  waste management
Hong-Gang Ni
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Peking University Shenzhen Graduate School, Nanshan, China
Organic pollutants (persistent organic pollutants and environmental molecular markers); Environmental
model (process and impact); Human exposure and health risk.
Avelino Nunez-Delgado
University of Santiago de Compostela Polytechnic School Superior, Lugo, Spain
Adsorption, Antibiotics, Buffer strips, Diffuse pollution, Emerging pollutants, Runoff, Sewage Sludge, Soil
Degradation, Soil remediation and restoration, Waste treatment, Waste recycling, Water pollution, Water
remediation, Water treatment
David O’Connor, PhD
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
Soil and groundwater pollution; Biochar; Microplastics (MPs); Green and sustainable solutions;
Contaminated land remediation
Fernando Pacheco-Torgal
University of Minho School of Engineering, Guimaraes, Portugal
Geopolymers,  Concrete,  Cement,  Properties,  Durability,  Construction and demolition wastes,  Industrial
waste recycling,  Masonry bricks,  Masonry blocks,  Nano particle based concrete,  Concrete
nanotechnology,  Alkali-activated cement,  Concrete with polymer admixtures,  Biopolymer based concrete, 
Concrete recycling,  Recycled aggregates,  Construction wastes,  Demolition wastes
Krishna Pagilla, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE
University of Nevada Reno, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Reno, United States
Xiangliang Pan, PhD
Zhejiang University of Technology, College of Environment, Zhejiang, China
Microplastics; Antibiotic resistance genes; Remediation; Ecotoxicology  
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Dimitrios Paraskevis
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens School of Medicine, Athens, Greece
Momir Paunovic
University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia
Hydrobiology; Aquatic macroinvertebrates; Freshwater mollusks; Invasive aquatic species; Feeding of
benthivorous fish; Functional analyses of aquatic ecosystems; Relation of aquatic biota and environmental
variables; Bio-monitoring in freshwater; Genotoxicological investigations on aquatic organisms;
Microbiology of freshwaters
Alexandra Pavlidou
Institute of Oceanography, Anavyssos, Greece
Eutrophication and eutrophication indexes according to WFD and MSFD; Biogeochemical cycles and
nutrient dynamics in marine environments (coastal and open sea)
Jian Peng, PhD
Peking University College of Urban and Environmental Sciences, Beijing, China
Trade-offs, supply-demand budget, scenario modelling, spatial planning
Alexandre R. Péry
Institute of Life and Environmental Sciences and Industries, Paris, France
Toxicokinetic modelling,  Toxicodynamic modelling,  Ecotoxicology,  Mixtures,  Integrated risk assessment
Wenhui Qiu
Southern University of Science and Technology, Shenzhen, China
The effects and mechanisms of action of bisphenols on the immune system and reproductive
neuroendocrine system in fish；arental exposure to antibiotics affects developmental immune system in
zebrafish offspring and its mechanisms of action；Metagenomics/metagenetics as a key to improving
sustainable crop fertility and productivity and contributing to overall ‘soil health’.
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Clemens Reimann
Geological Survey of Norway, Trondheim, Norway
Geochemistry; Environmental Geochemistry; Biogeochemistry; Hydrogeochemistry; Regional
Geochemistry; Geochemical mapping; Critical Zone Research; Soil chemistry
Tiina Reponen
University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States




IRIDRA Srl, Florence, Italy
Constructed Wetland,  Nature-Based Solution for Wastewater Treatment,  Sustainable Water Management, 
Sustainable Sanitation Modelling,  Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems,  Water Sensitive Urban Design, 
Low Impact Development,  Green Infrastructure,  Ecosystem Service
Teresa Rocha-Santos, PhD
University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal
Microplastic, Nanoplastic, Plastic, Microfibres, Organic contaminants, Marine monitoring, Environmental
monitoring, Wastewater treatment, Biodegradation of microplastics, Sensors, Biosensors, Environmental
Analytical Chemistry
Ismael Rodea-Palomares, PhD
Bayer CropScience LP, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, United States
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